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SCHEDULE
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F Wage and hour basics and prevailing wage Issues
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Tyler Volm, Sussman Shank LLP, Portland
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9:05 When Mediating a Construction Case Isn’t Just About Construction
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F Employer liability law and workers’ compensation disputes
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Justin Leonard, Leonard Law Group, Portland

11:55 Transition
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2:05 Annual Construction Legislative Update
Kirsten Adams, Director and Counsel–Policy and Public Affairs, Associated General Contractors 
Oregon–Columbia Chapter, Wilsonville
Bob O’Halloran, Brownstein Rask LLP, Portland

2:35 Break

2:45 What to Expect When You’re Expecting a Construction Loan
F Collateral assignments of borrower rights under professional services contracts
F Collateral assignment of property management contracts
F Overview of construction loan draw process
Jeffrey Martin, Snell & Wilmer LLP, Portland

3:15 Transition

3:20 Construction Contractors Board (CCB) Update
F CCB complaints and bond claims
F CCB enforcement
F Current hot topics at the CCB
Van White III, Samuels Yoelin Kantor, Portland

3:50 Adjourn

SCHEDULE (Continued)
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FACULTY

Kirsten Adams, Director and Counsel–Policy and Public Affairs, Associated General Contractors 
Oregon–Columbia Chapter, Wilsonville. Ms. Adams started at Associated General Contractors Oregon-
Columbia Chapter as Public Affairs Counsel in August 2015 and moved into the role of Director and 
Counsel–Policy and Public Affairs in June 2022. As Director and Counsel, she analyzes proposed 
legislation, lobbies in the Oregon Capitol on a broad range of issues related to the construction industry, 
and represents AGC in rulemakings and other stakeholder meetings.

Gary Christensen, Miller Nash LLP, Portland. Mr. Christensen focuses his practice on commercial 
construction litigation, negotiation of design and construction contracts, insurance recovery, public 
contracting, and strategic options for construction projects. Mr. Christensen’s professional memberships 
include the Oregon State Bar Construction Law Section Emeritus Committee, Business Litigation 
Section, Litigation Section, and Debtor-Creditor Section, the Associated General Contractors Oregon-
Columbia Chapter, and the American Bar Association. He is admitted to practice before the United 
States Supreme Court.

Kent Collier, Greyling Insurance Brokerage & Risk Consulting, Portland, Maine. As a managing principal 
at Greyling, Mr. Collier serves as Director of Client Development and Risk Management with responsibility 
for managing Greyling’s nationwide new business development, marketing and communications, and 
client risk management (including training, safety, claims consulting and contract review/negotiation). 
He also functions as client executive for a large group of design professional, construction, and law firm 
clients. Mr. Greyling holds the Construction Risk & Insurance Specialist certification from the International 
Risk Management Institute and the LEED AP BD+C credential from the U.S. Green Building Council, 
and he is board-certified as a specialist in construction law by the Florida Bar.

David Elkanich, Buchalter, Portland. Mr. Elkanich is chair of the firm’s Professional Responsibility 
Practice Group. He focuses his practice primarily on legal ethics, risk management, and discipline 
defense. His advises lawyers, law firms, in-house legal departments, and students and other 
professionals on a variety of ethics issues, including conflicts of interest, confidentiality, fee disputes, 
internal investigations, law firm dissolutions and partnership disputes, malpractice and professional 
liability cases, and litigation issues such as withdrawal and disqualification motions. Mr. Elkanich is 
admitted to practice in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho.

Ryan Hall, Miller Nash LLP, Portland. Mr. Hall focuses his practice on construction law, with an emphasis 
on litigation. He has also litigated a variety of matters outside of the construction industry, including 
employment claims, corporate governance disputes, and adversarial bankruptcy matters. In addition to 
his litigation background, Mr. Hall also has experience negotiating and drafting construction contracts, 
planning and forming business entities, and providing general business advice. He is a member of the 
Oregon State Bar Construction Law Section and Litigation Section, the Oregon Gay and Lesbian Law 
Association, the Oregon Association of Defense Counsel, the Multnomah Bar Association, and the 
American Bar Association. Mr. Hall is admitted to practice in Oregon, Washington, Texas, and Illinois.

Martha Hodgkinson, Hodgkinson Street Mepham LLC, Portland. Ms. Hodgkinson is experienced in 
all aspects of civil litigation and trial practice, with emphasis in real estate and construction litigation, 
defense of public entities, developers, design professionals, attorneys, contractors, and real estate 
agents and brokers. She also advises clients on construction and real estate matters. In addition to 
her trial practice, Ms. Hodgkinson has an active mediation and arbitration practice in construction, real 
estate, commercial, and personal injury cases. Ms. Hodgkinson is a member of the Oregon Association 
of Defense Counsel, the Multnomah Bar Association, the Defense Research Institute and the National 
Association of Professional Women. She is a speaker and author on real estate, construction, and trial 
practice for the Oregon State Bar, Oregon Association of Defense Counsel, and other professional 
organizations.
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Justin Leonard, Leonard Law Group, Portland. Mr. Leonard assists other lawyers, as well as his 
fiduciary and corporate clients, in navigating bankruptcy and receivership issues. He regularly represents 
bankruptcy trustees and state court receivers and serves as special bankruptcy and receivership counsel 
for nonbankruptcy firms throughout Oregon. He also serves as an expert witness on bankruptcy-related 
issues. He is a member of the Oregon State Bar Debtor-Creditor Section Editorial Board. Mr. Leonard 
regularly presents on creditor rights and bankruptcy issues.

Jeffrey Martin, Snell & Wilmer LLP, Portland. Mr. Martin’s practice is concentrated around commercial 
finance. He advises commercial lenders on loan documentation and remediation with a focus on 
construction lending, affordable housing finance, asset-based lending and factoring. He is a member of 
the Multnomah Bar Association, and he is admitted to practice in Oregon and Ohio (inactive).

Gibson Masters, Miller Nash LLP, Portland. Mr. Masters chairs the firm’s financial services 
department, serving national, regional, and community banking institutions. His practice focuses on 
financial transactions, debtor-creditor rights, and real estate. Mr. Masters also regularly counsels tribal 
governments and tribal enterprises in obtaining financing for infrastructure improvements, gaming 
facilities, and hotel properties. He is past vice-chair of the American Bar Association Real Estate 
Opinions Committee.

Bob O’Halloran, Brownstein Rask LLP, Portland. Mr. O’Halloran’s litigation practice focuses on 
representing owners, developers, design professionals, prime contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers 
in all aspects of construction disputes. His transactional practice concentrates on entity formation and 
maintenance, corporate compliance, CCB compliance, project negotiations, real estate acquisitions 
and dispositions, and other business matters. He is a member of the Oregon Construction Law Section 
Executive Committee, the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association, and the Multnomah Bar Association and 
an associate member of the Association of General Contractors. Mr. O’Halloran is admitted to practice 
in Oregon and Washington.

Tyler Volm, Sussman Shank LLP, Portland. Mr. Volm’s practice includes business transactions and 
civil litigation with a focus on labor and employment matters. He is a member of the Oregon State 
Bar Business Law Section Executive Committee and the Multnomah Bar Foundation board, and he is 
president-elect of the Gus J. Solomon Inn of Court. He is a regular speaker and author on labor and 
employment law. Mr. Volm is admitted to practice in Oregon and Washington.

Van White III, Samuels Yoelin Kantor, Portland. Mr. White’s law practice primarily focuses on construction 
and real estate. His legal work regularly includes construction liens and collections; contract drafting 
and negotiating; real estate transactions; construction defect claims; business disputes; and general 
counsel to businesses involved in the construction industry. His clients include contractors, material 
suppliers, and property owners involved in residential, commercial, and public works projects. He has 
also represented lenders and title companies in lien foreclosure and lien priority disputes. He has 
presented at numerous seminars and CCB prerequisite education classes to contractors and suppliers 
in the areas of construction lien law, contract law, and construction related laws and business practices. 
Mr. White serves on the Building Materials Dealers Association board. He is licensed to practice law in 
Oregon and Washington.

FACULTY (Continued)
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Employment Law for 
Construction Lawyers
Tyler J. Volm
Sussman Shank LLP
October 21, 2022
Oregon State Bar

SUSSMAN SHANK LLP EMPLOYMENT LAW FOR CONSTRUCTION LAWYERS

Threshold Issue—Employee Count
• Threshold for Certain Leave Laws, Pay Requirements, Other Laws
• Proximity of Job Sites for Aggregation or Maximum Number of 

Employees Allowed Under Safety Restrictions
• Joint Employer Considerations

• Beyond the scope of a 30-minute presentation, but see Lemus v. Timberland 
Apartments, L.L.C., 3:10-cv-01071-PK, for Judge Papak’s discussion of factors 
and tests applied in the Ninth Circuit (longer case included in materials)

• Important issue that should not be dismissed based on satisfaction of one or 
two factors as it is a totality of the circumstances analysis (common in L&E
case law)

• Other threshold consideration: Unionized Workforce?  If so, follow 
CBA
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SUSSMAN SHANK LLP EMPLOYMENT LAW FOR CONSTRUCTION LAWYERS

Employee Discipline
• Communicate Policies and put Signed Acknowledgment in File
• Discipline Must be Consistently Applied

• Prior treatment of comparable employees becomes key in litigation
• Document, Document, Document!

• First priority of employee’s counsel will be to request the personnel file, 
and if there are no disciplinary records or other low-score evaluations 
in the file, the value of the case increases for the employee

• Consider Performance Improvement Plan or Last Chance 
Agreement if Personnel File is Low on Prior Documentation

SUSSMAN SHANK LLP EMPLOYMENT LAW FOR CONSTRUCTION LAWYERS

Wage and Hour Considerations
• Wage and Hour Concepts:

• Minimum Wage
• Overtime
• Meal and Rest Breaks
• Prevailing Wage Rate

• Maintain Clear Policies on Pay Practices, Pay Periods, and Recording Time
• Recordkeeping is Key!

• Consider electronic timekeeping, GPS, etc.
• Cost of Defense is High and Typically Excluded from Employment Practices 

Liability Insurance (EPLI)
• When in doubt, pay it out—employee’s counsel knows the game/running meter

• Paycheck deductions and final paycheck violations are among the most 
common traps and concerns of employee’s counsel
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SUSSMAN SHANK LLP EMPLOYMENT LAW FOR CONSTRUCTION LAWYERS

Strict Liability for Wage 
and Hour Violations
• Many Wage and Hour Statutes are Designed to Get Employees 

Paid
• In certain circumstances, a General Contractor could be liable 

for the unpaid wages by a subcontractor/labor contractor
• See ORS 658.437(2)/OAR 839-015-0605, which requires a GC to 

examine the license or temporary permit of a labor contractor and 
retain a copy of license

• Failure to comply results in the GC being deemed to have knowingly 
used the services of an unlicensed contractor, resulting in wage and 
hour liability up the chain to GC

SUSSMAN SHANK LLP EMPLOYMENT LAW FOR CONSTRUCTION LAWYERS

Harassment, Discrimination 
and Retaliation
• New Landscape post “Me Too”—dated habits will get you in trouble
• Aiding and Abetting Liability for Supervisors, other bad actors
• Supervisors must be trained to respond to, report, correct violations

• Ostrich approach is not a defense
• Have a clear reporting policy, including new Workplace Fairness Act 

language regarding non-disclosure agreement, longer SOL, etc.
• Equal Opportunity Jerk is no defense—still harassment even if not 

based on protected class
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SUSSMAN SHANK LLP EMPLOYMENT LAW FOR CONSTRUCTION LAWYERS

Updating and Enforcing 
Safety Policies
• In 2020, OSHA awarded workers $30M; 100% increase from 

2019
• Basic Components of Safety Policy:

• Incident Reporting Policy—Report to Name/Title immediately; Seek 
Care

• Drug and Alcohol Policy
• Safe Driving Policy (seat belt, obey laws, no distractions)
• PPE Policy and Hazardous Materials
• Lockout/Tagout Procedures
• Return to Work/Transitional Duty Policy, including Potential 

Accommodations
• Other Considerations, including COVID-19 Policy

SUSSMAN SHANK LLP EMPLOYMENT LAW FOR CONSTRUCTION LAWYERS

Enforcing Safety Policies
• Take the Time to Meaningfully Train Your Employees

• Educate them on proper procedures, emergency protocols, safety equipment
• Hold annual trainings or more frequently depending on employee turnover
• Document the training, including an acknowledgment of attendance

• Perform Internal Audits (potentially with third party); Be Proactive!
• Clearly Communicate Results for Non-Compliance

• Major violations may result in immediate termination
• Consistently Enforce Policy and Penalties

• To reiterate: treatment of comparable employees becomes key piece of evidence
• Maintain Timely Records of Violations, Discipline, Revisions to Policies
• Supervisors Set the Tone and are also Employer’s First Line of Defense
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SUSSMAN SHANK LLP EMPLOYMENT LAW FOR CONSTRUCTION LAWYERS

Thank you!  Questions?

Tyler J. Volm
503.972.9597
tvolm@sussmanshank.com
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON

JESUS LEMUS

Plaintiff,
3:10-cv-01071-PK

FINDINGS AND
v. RECOMMENDATION

TIMBERLAND APARTMENTS, 
L.L.C.,et al.

Defendants.
                                                      
PAPAK, Judge:

Plaintiff Jesus Lemus brings this action to recover unpaid wages arising out of his alleged

joint employment as a construction worker by defendants Timberland Apartments, LLC

(“Timberland” or “Timberland Apartments”), W.R. Townhomes F, LLC (“WR Townhomes F”),

Polygon Northwest Company LLC (“Polygon Northwest”), J.C. Builders, Inc. (“JC Builders”),

Page 1 - FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION

Case 3:10-cv-01071-PK    Document 98    Filed 12/21/11    Page 1 of 40    Page ID#: 1169
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and Olympic Framing, LLC (“Olympic Framing”).  Lemus asserts violations of the Fair Labor1

Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 206(a)(1), 207(a)(1), and several Oregon wage laws, Or. Rev. Stat. §

653.025, 653.261, and 652.150, against all defendants as well as breach of contract against JC

Builders.  Lemus previously dismissed his claims against JC Builders and Olympic Framing after

reaching a settlement with those parties, leaving only the federal and state wage law claims

presently before the court.   (#55.)  This court has jurisdiction under 29 U.S.C. §216(b) and 282

U.S.C. §1337 for the Fair Labor Standards Act claims and supplemental jurisdiction under 28

U.S.C. § 1367 for Oregon law claims.  Now before the court is Lemus’ motion for leave to file a

second amended complaint (#59) removing Polygon Northwest as a defendant and replacing it

with PNW Home Builders, LLC and PNW Cascadian Company, LLC, two other entities

associated with the family of entities grouped under the Polygon Northwest Company “brand.” 

Also before the court is Lemus’ motion for partial summary judgment  (#62) and a motion for3

summary judgment by defendants Timberland Apartments, WR Townhomes F, and Polygon

Northwest (#67.)  For the reasons discussed below, Lemus’ motion to amend, Lemus’ motion for

 Defendants Timberland Apartments and WR Townhomes F were two single-purpose1

entities created to serve as the developer/general contractor of the two projects at issue in this
case, the Timberland Apartments and the WR Townhomes F, sometimes called “Urban Flats.” 
Defendant JC Builders was a framing subcontractor hired by the two entities and Olympic
Framing is JC Builders’ successor in interest. 

 Lemus received $3,500 from JC Builders pursuant to a settlement agreement.  (Lemus2

Decl., #87, ¶10.) 

 Lemus styles his motion as one for partial summary judgment only because his current3

first amended complaint includes one claim for relief that applies only to defendant JC Builders,
which has since been dismissed.  Lemus states that his current motion is intended to resolve this
action completely, including his First through Fourth Claims for Relief as against the remaining
defendants as well as the defendants he seeks to add through amendment. 

Page 2 - FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION

Case 3:10-cv-01071-PK    Document 98    Filed 12/21/11    Page 2 of 40    Page ID#: 1170
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partial summary judgment, and defendants’ motion for summary judgment should all be granted

in part and denied in part. 

BACKGROUND

I. Overview

The Polygon Northwest Company brand (“Polygon”) refers to a family of companies that

develops real estate in Washington and Oregon.  In general, employees of PNW Homebuilders

Company, LLC (“PNW Homebuilders”), one of the constituent entities making up Polygon,

identify a property to develop and then set up a single-asset limited liability company to develop

that piece of property.  (Henretty Decl., #61, Ex. 4, at 12-14) (Eadon Dep.).   The single-asset

entity purchases the land, secures financing, constructs residences, sells the residences, services

customers’ warranties, and then winds down.  Id.  Two of those single-asset entities are

Timberland Apartments and WR Townhomes F, established for development of the Timberland

Apartments project and the Urban Flats project, respectively, both of which are located outside of

Portland, Oregon.  

In March and April 2009, JC Builders subcontracted with Timberland Apartments and

WR Townhomes F to provide framing services.   (Erickson Decl., #70, ¶4, Exs. A, B.)  Jean-4

Pierre Charpentier, Jr., owner of JC Builders, started that company in September 2008, after

previously operating a construction company employing between three and sixty employees. 

(Henretty Decl., #92, Ex. 3 at 31); (Poore Decl., #94, Ex. C at 6-7.)  Before JC Builders

contracted with the Polygon entities, most of its framing business was conducted within 65 to 85

 JC Builders also contracted for framing on a third Polygon project in Oregon called4

Progress Ridge West, which is not at issue in this case. 

Page 3 - FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION
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miles of its home office in Puyallup, Washington.  (Poore Decl., #80, Ex. B at 10-12.)  Signing

contracts with Polygon, an established homebuilder in Oregon, allowed Charpentier to expand

his business considerably, but also presented new challenges.  Id. at 8, 11.  Specifically,

Charpentier needed to staff the Polygon projects in Oregon, which he accomplished by bringing

existing employees down from Washington and housing them in rented apartments, and also by

hiring new employees in the Portland area.  Id. at 10, 11.  In April 2009, Jesus Lemus was hired

by JC Builders as a framer, starting work on April 21, 2009 at the Timberland Apartment project. 

(Lemus Decl., #87, ¶¶3,5.)  

 Once work started on the Polygon projects, it appears that JC Builders was stretched

beyond its capacity.  There was a constant turnover of employees at the Oregon sites.   (Henretty

Decl., #86, Ex. 1, at 6) (Charpentier Dep.).  Polygon site superintendents thought that JC

Builders had too few workers at the projects to complete them on schedule and communicated

that fact to Charpentier.  (Henretty Decl., #86, Ex. 3 at 9-11) (Ingebrigtsen Dep.); (Henretty

Decl., #86, Ex. 4 at 7-8) (Walther Dep.).  Moreover, JC Builders was not actively seeking other

work for the time being because “we were more busy than we cared to be with our present

projects . . . .”  (Henretty Decl., #86, Ex. 1 at 31) (Charpentier Dep.).   Indeed, during that time

period, JC Builders relied on Polygon projects for 85 percent of its income and only worked on 

two other smaller projects with other builders.  (Henretty Decl., #92, Ex. 3, at 11) (Charpentier

Dep.) 

In late May 2009, Timberland Apartments superintendent Kristian Ingebrigtsen was

approached by two JC Builders supervisors who told him that they were not being paid. 

(Henretty Decl., #66, Ex. 3, at 12-14) (Ingerbrigsten Dep.).  On May 22, 2009, JC Builders’

Page 4 - FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION
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owner met with Polygon’s Vice President of Finance and Vice President of Production in

Bellevue, Washington to discuss its difficulty paying its suppliers and employees.  (Henretty

Decl., #66, Ex. 2, at 5, 9) (Ballantyne Dep.).  Polygon wanted to know whether JC Builders was

financially capable of finishing its framing work at the projects in a timely fashion and sought to

obtain information to evaluate whether Timberland Apartments would potentially be exposed to

a risk of liens filed against the project by JC Builders’ material suppliers and employees who

were not being paid by JC Builders.  (Landschulz Decl., # 71, ¶3); (Landschulz Decl., #83, ¶5.) 

During the meeting, Charpentier provided a list of debts JC Builders owed  including amounts

owed to suppliers and employees  as well as a list of debts others owed to JC Builders.   (Poore

Decl., #80, Ex. C, at 9-10); (Landschulz Decl., #83, ¶4.)  As a result of the meetings, Polygon

issued two check to JC Builders on May 29, 2009 totaling over $100,000.   (Henretty Decl., #66,5

Ex. 6, at 2-3) (RFA’s No. 6 & 7).  The payments occurred earlier than was required by Polygon’s

normal payment schedule with JC Builders.  (Henretty Decl., #66, Ex. 2, at 10.)  As a result of

the meeting, Polygon also required JC Builders to start providing lien releases for each of its

employees verifying that their wages had been paid.  (Poore Decl., #80, Ex. C, at 12-13.)  Indeed,

Charpentier hand delivered these lien releases to Polygon on at least one occasion after the

meeting.  Id. at 13.  On the same day Polygon advanced its payments to JC Builders, Lemus

received a single paycheck in the gross amount of $1,313.00.  Id. at ¶7.   

 There is some confusion in the record about the nature of these payments.  Polygon Vice5

President of Production Gordon Ballantyne testified that Polygon actually issued checks jointly
to JC Builders and JC Builders’ employees, as would have been permitted by the subcontract
with JC Builders. (Henretty Decl., #66, Ex. 2, at 9.)  Lemus, however, contends that Ballantyne
was mistaken and that the checks were issued only to JC Builders and not jointly to JC Builders’
employees. 
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Lemus ended his employment with JC Builders on June 17, 2009.  (Lemus Decl., #87,

¶6).  Lemus declares that when he stopped working for JC Builders, he was still owed wages for

his work at the Timberland Apartments project.  Id. at ¶8.  Lemus stated that between April 21,

2009 and June 17, 2009, he worked 426 hours as a framer at the Timberland Apartment project,

76 hours of which was overtime, but was paid only for 128 hours of work.  Id. at ¶¶5-7.  Lemus

also states that JC Builders later gave him $200 towards his unpaid wages.  Id. at ¶9.  

JC Builders, for its part, offers several descriptions of Lemus’ work dates and wage

history that are both internally inconsistent and contradictory with Lemus’ account.  Charpentier

first stated that Lemus only worked on building number eight at the Timberland Apartments

project; he and other workers were removed from that project because “they couldn’t complete it

or finish it or do it right.”  (Poore Decl., #80, Ex. B, at 16.)  Based on the fact that Lemus and his

co-workers took a month to build up to the second floor on that building, Charpentier estimated

that Lemus worked at least 160 hours for JC Builders.  Id. at 16.   Yet Charpentier also testified

that Lemus worked about 130 hours, based on his receipt of a check for somewhat over $1,300. 

Id.   Both these estimates would have Lemus no longer employed by JC Builders in June 2009. 

A third estimate based on a spreadsheet, prepared by JC Builders’ general manager Pierre

Chatelaine, indicated that Lemus indeed worked during the first three weeks of June 2009.   Id. at

57; Ex. 2 at 1.  But Charpentier called into question all of these estimates, admitting that he was

not sure which dates Lemus worked for JC Builders.  (Henretty Decl., #92, Ex. 3, at 61.)   

Likewise, there are discrepancies with JC Builders’ descriptions of Lemus’ pay history. 

The spreadsheet prepared by Chatelaine indicate that in addition to a payment of $1,313.00,

Lemus received a draw of $537.60 and was still owed $102.40.  Id. at 57-60.  Charpentier called
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that spreadsheet into question, however, stating that it merely “speculates that [Lemus] was paid

$537.60” as a draw and testifying that he could not verify the draw because he did not know the

format in which Lemus had been paid.  Id. at 60. 

Timberland Apartments and WR Townhomes F eventually terminated their respective

subcontracts with JC Builders after JC Builders failed to complete its work on time, fell below

quality requirements, and failed to show up for work the week of July 13, 2009. (Ingebrigtsen

Decl. #73, ¶8); (Mapes Decl., #74, ¶8.)  Timberland Apartments and WR Townhomes F then

hired another framing subcontractor, who completed and corrected JC Builders’ work at

additional cost. (Erickson Decl., # 70, ¶¶6,9). 

After being fired by Timberland Apartments and WR Townhomes F, JC Builders did no

other work on Polygon projects.  (Henretty Decl., #92, Ex. 3 at 50.)  JC Builders attempted to

secure framing contracts from other developers, but was mostly unsuccessful, working on only

one small building in Burien, Washington in August 2009.   Id.  In September 2009, JC Builders

stopped doing business.  Id. at 45.  More than 30 workers later claimed they were owed wages

from JC Builders for work done on Polygon projects.  (Henretty Decl., #66, ¶12.)  

DISCUSSION

I. Motion to Amend

Leave to amend is within the discretion of the trial court, but that discretion “should be

guided by the underlying purpose of Rule 15(a) which was to facilitate decisions on the merits,

rather than on technicalities or pleadings.”  In re Morris, 363 F.3d 891, 894 (9th Cir. 2004)

(citation omitted).  “A district court may, however, take into consideration such factors as bad

faith, undue delay, prejudice to the opposing party, futility of the amendment, and whether the
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party has previously amended his pleadings.”  Id. (citation omitted).  Of these factors, the most

important is the potential for prejudice to opposing parties.  See Zenith Radio Corp. v. Hazeltine

Research, Inc., 401 U.S. 321, 330-31 (1971).  While futility alone provides sufficient grounds for

denying a motion to amend, see Johnson v. Buckley, 356 F.3d 1067, 1077 (9th Cir. 2004), undue

delay by itself cannot justify denial of a motion to amend.  See Bowles v. Reade, 198 F.3d 752,

758 (9th Cir. 1999).  “An outright refusal to grant leave to amend without a justifying reason is . .

. an abuse of discretion.”  Manzarek v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 519 F.3d 1025, 1034 (9th

Cir. 2008) (citation omitted). 

Lemus seeks to amend his complaint to remove Polygon Northwest Company as a

defendant and replace it with PNW Home Builders, the Polygon entity that maintained full-time

employees, and PNW Cascadian Company, the “paymaster” entity that paid those employees as

well as subcontractors, including JC Builders.  Lemus argues that PNW Home Builders and

PNW Cascadian Company, along with the respective single-purpose LLCs Timberland

Apartments and WR Townhomes F, effectively acted as a single enterprise in developing the two

projects and are therefore also liable to Lemus as joint employers under the expansive and non-

technical definition of “employer” in the FLSA.  More pointedly, Lemus fears that without these

defendants, he will be prevented from using certain conduct by various Polygon entities to

illustrate the true economic reality of the employment relationship between Lemus and the named

single-asset entities.   

Lemus’ concern is unfounded.  During oral argument, defendants stipulated in open court

that even though the relevant individuals were technically employees of PNW Home Builders

and paid by PNW Cascadian, for the purposes of all events at issue in this suit they acted as
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representative agents for Timberland Apartments and WR Townhomes F, the single-asset

entities.  Moreover, neither Timberland Apartments nor WR Townhomes F  attempt to defeat

Lemus’ summary judgment by arguing that certain activity, while indicative of a joint

employment relationship, are attributable to other Polygon entities not named as defendants. 

Given defendants’ in-court stipulation and their acceptance that the single-purpose entities are

wholly responsible for all activities relating to these projects, I find Lemus’ proposed amendment

adding PNW Home Builders and PNW Cascadian Company to be futile.  By contrast, Lemus’

proposal to remove Polygon Northwest Company as a defendant is proper.  Accordingly, Lemus’

motion to amend should be granted only as to removing Polygon Northwest Company and

Lemus’ motion for partial summary judgment should be construed as only against defendants

Timberland Apartments and WR Townhomes F. 

II. Cross Motions for Summary Judgment

Both parties move for summary judgment on Lemus’ federal and state minimum wage

and overtime claims.  As an initial matter, I agree with defendants that WR Townhomes F is an

improper defendant and should be dismissed because Lemus worked only on the Timberland

Apartments project, not the WR Townhomes project.   Thus, the primary dispositive issue on6

these cross motions is whether Timberland Apartments and JC Builders were joint employers of

Lemus under the FLSA and Oregon wage laws.  If an entity is deemed an employer under the7

 Lemus now argues that he may have worked at WR Townhomes (know as “Urban6

Flats”) as well as Timberland Apartments because a JC Builder’s payroll spreadsheet identifies
Lemus’ worksite as “Timberland/UF.”  This is pure speculation, especially in light of Lemus’
own declaration stating that he only worked at Timberland Apartments. 

 For simplicity I still refer to Timberland Apartments, LLC as “Polygon” throughout the7

rest of this opinion, even while recognizing that Timberland Apartments is an independent entity
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FLSA, it will also be an employer under Oregon wage laws.  See Sanchez-Calderon v.

Moorhouse Farms, 995 F. Supp. 1098, 1104 n.5 (D. Or. 1997) (“the same analysis that applies to

the FLSA will hold true under the Oregon wage laws, because the Oregon act is patterned after

the FLSA”).  Thus, I focus my analysis only on the FLSA.  After examining the relevant factors

identified by the Ninth Circuit in light of the specific facts of this case, I conclude that Polygon

served as Lemus’ joint employer.

A. Relevant Case Law

Whether an entity is an employer under the FLSA is a question of law, assuming the

underlying facts are not disputed.  See Bonnette v. Cal. Health & Welfare Agency, 704 F.2d 1465,

1469 (9th Cir. 1983).   In Gonzales v. Sterling Builders, Inc., 2010 WL 1875620 (D. Or. May 6,

2010), a recent case similarly addressing whether construction framers were jointly employed by

a general contractor, Judge Brown aptly summarized the legal context for this issue:

Congress enacted the FLSA to remedy “labor conditions detrimental to the maintenance
of the minimum standard of living necessary for health, efficiency, and general well being
of workers.” 29 U.S.C. § 202(a). The Supreme Court has made clear that the FLSA is to
be construed expansively in favor of coverage because broad coverage is essential to
accomplish the goals of this remedial legislation. Tony & Susan Alamo Found. v. Sec'y of
Labor, 471 U.S. 290, 296-97, 105 S.Ct. 1953, 85 L.Ed.2d 278 (1985). See also Hale v.
State of Ariz., 967 F.2d 1356, 1362 (9th Cir.1992) (same).

The FLSA defines “employee” as “any individual employed by an employer.” 29 U.S.C.
§ 203(e)(1). The Supreme Court has described the FLSA's definition of an employee as
“the broadest definition that has ever been included in any one act.” United States v.
Rosenwasser, 323 U.S. 360, 363 n. 3, 65 S.Ct. 295, 89 L.Ed. 301 (1945)(internal
quotations and citation omitted). The FLSA defines “employer” as “any person acting
directly or indirectly in the interest of an employer in relation to an employee.” 29 U.S.C.
§ 203(d). The FLSA defines “ ‘employ’ expansively to mean ‘suffer or permit to work.’ “
Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co. v. Darden, 503 U.S. 318, 326, 112 S.Ct. 1344, 117 L.Ed.2d 581
(1992) (quoting 29 U.S.C. §§ 203(e), (g)). “[T]he words ‘suffer’ and ‘permit’ as used in

and the relevant defendant in this action. 
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the statute mean with the knowledge of the employer.” Forrester v. Roth's IGA
Foodliner, Inc., 646 F.2d 413, 414 (9th Cir.1981)(internal quotations and citation
omitted). The Supreme Court has emphasized the “striking breadth” of the definition of
“employee” and has noted it “stretches the meaning of ‘employee’ to cover some parties
who might not qualify as such under a strict application of traditional agency law
principles.” Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 503 U.S. at 326.

Under the FLSA “[n]either the common law concepts of ‘employee’ and ‘independent
contractor’ nor contractual provisions purporting to describe the relationship are
determinative of employment status.” Nash v. Res., Inc., 982 F.Supp. 1427, 1433
(D.Or.1997)(citing Real v. Driscoll, 603 F.2d 748, 754-55 (9th Cir.1979)).
“[D]etermination of whether an employer-employee relationship exists does not depend
on ‘isolated factors but rather upon the circumstances of the whole activity.’ “ Bonnette v.
Cal. Health and Welfare Agency, 704 F.2d 1465, 1469 (9th Cir.1983)(quoting Rutherford
Food Corp. v. McComb, 331 U.S. 722, 730, 67 S.Ct. 1473, 91 L.Ed. 1772 (1947)). “The
touchstone is ‘economic reality.’ “ Id. (quoting Goldberg v. Whitaker House Cooperative,
Inc., 366 U.S. 28, 33, 81 S.Ct. 933, 6 L.Ed.2d 100 (1961)).

Gonzalez, 2010 WL 1875620, at *3 4. 

Indeed, the Ninth Circuit has adopted the so-called “economic reality” test to determine

whether multiple entities are joint employers of a single employee under the FLSA.  See

Bonnette, 704 F.2d at 1470.   In Bonnette, the Ninth Circuit addressed whether state and county

welfare agencies were joint employers of in-home “chore workers” who provided services to

disabled public assistance recipients.  The Court applied four factors: “whether the alleged

employer (1) had the power to hire and fire the employees, (2) supervised and controlled

employee work schedules or conditions of employment, (3) determined the rate and method of

payment, and (4) maintained employment records.”  Id.   Although the public assistance

recipients selected the chore workers themselves, the agencies exercised complete economic

control over the workers, paying them directly, dictating how many hours they worked and what

tasks they performed, and intervening when problems arose with the public benefits recipients. 

Id.  The Court observed that the “economic reality” was that the agencies employed the chore
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workers to perform social services for the benefit of the recipients.  Id. 

In subsequent cases, the Ninth Circuit has expanded and refined the “economic reality”

test of joint employment.  In Torres-Lopez v. May, 111 F.3d 633 (9th Cir. 1997), the Court

considered whether a farmer and a farm labor contractor were joint employers of laborers under

the FLSA and the Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act (AWPA), both of

which define joint employment identically.  There, the Court acknowledged the “economic

reality” test set out in Bonnette, and followed Bonnette’s instruction to consider all factors

“relevant to the particular situation” by considering a set of factors found in AWPA regulations

and a set of non-regulatory factors derived from Supreme Court and Ninth Circuit cases.  

Torres-Lopez v. May, 111 F.3d at 639-640.  The regulatory factors were: 

(1) The nature and degree of control of the workers; 
(2) The degree of supervision, direct or indirect, of the work; 
(3) The power to determine the pay rates or the methods of payment of the workers;
(4) The right, directly or indirectly, to hire, fire, or modify the employment conditions of
the workers;
(5) Preparation of payroll and the payment of wages.

Id. at 639-640.  The non-regulatory factors were: 

(1) whether the work was a specialty job on the production line;
(2) whether responsibility under the contracts between a labor contractor and an employer
pass from one labor contractor to another without material changes;
(3) whether the premises and equipment of the employer are used for the work;
(4) whether the employees had a business organization that could or did shift as a unit
from one worksite to another;
(5) whether the work was piecework and not work that required initiative, judgment or
foresight;
(6) whether the employee had an opportunity for profit or loss depending upon the alleged
employee's managerial skill;
(7) whether there was permanence in the working relationship; and
(8) whether the service rendered is an integral part of the alleged employer's business.

Id. 
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Analyzing the first several regulatory factors, the Court found that the farmer controlled

the overall harvest schedule and the number of workers needed by staggering planting dates and

advising the labor contractor when to begin harvesting.  Id. at 642.  The farmer also exercised a

substantial degree of supervision of the laborers, reserving the right to inspect their work,

maintaining a daily presence in the field, and communicating with the labor contractor several

times a week.  Id.  The Court acknowledged that even the farmer’s indirect control of the

laborers demonstrated a joint employment relationship.  Id. at 642-643.  The Court found that the

second set of regulatory factors dealing with payment and payroll also indicated a joint

relationship even though the farmer did not prepare the payroll or pay the laborers’ wages

directly, since the farmer had some role in determining pay rates for laborers, including

increasing the labor contractor’s compensation to allow payment of higher wages during the

more difficult first picking.  Id. at 643.  

The Court also determined that all but one of the non-regulatory factors suggested joint

employment.  First, picking was like a “specialty job on the production line” because it

constituted “one small step in the sequence of steps” taken by the farmer to grow the cucumbers

and prepare them for processing by a cannery.  Id.  Second, there were no “material changes” in

the oral contracts between the farmer and labor contractor, which were standard for the industry

and involved little negotiation.  Id.  Third, the laborers worked on land leased by the farmer and

only provided their own simple, hand-held tools.  Id. at 644.  Fourth, the laborers lacked a

business organization that could shift from one farm to another because the labor contractor

selected a crew from among the workers who showed up at the farm after hearing that cucumbers

were ready for harvest.  Id.  Fifth, picking cucumbers was “piecework” requiring no special skill
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or insight.  Id.  Sixth, because the laborers worked at a piece-rate, they had no opportunity for

profit of loss depending upon their managerial skill.  Id.  Seventh, the farm workers had no

permanent working relationship with the farmer because they harvested for only 32 days, which

did not support the conclusion that they were jointly employed.  Finally, the laborers’ picking

was an integral part of the farmer’s business, without which the farmer would not have been able

to realize any economic benefit of his investment.  Id.  Consequently, the Court held that the

farmer was a joint employer under the FLSA and AWPA.  Id. 

More recently, in Moreau v. Air France, 356 F.3d 942 (9th Cir. 2004), the Ninth Circuit

addressed whether Air France was a joint employer of employees of several ground service

companies at SFO for the purpose of the FMLA.  Because the FMLA employs a number of

definitions from the FLSA and because the FMLA’s joint employer regulation mirrored the

wording of the FLSA joint employer regulation, the Court applied the jurisprudence developed

under the FLSA and AWPA in Bonnette and Torres-Lopez.  Moreau, 356 F.3d at 946-947.  The

Court first looked to the Bonnette factors, recognizing that they “roughly correspond” with the

regulatory factors used in Torres-Lopez.  Although Air France scheduled flights in and out of the

airport, it did not hire or fire ground handling company employees, determine their rate or

method of pay, keep their employment records, or control their work schedules, conditions, or

requirements for payment, and thus lacked any direct control over the ground workers.  Id. at

950.   Air France exercised some indirect supervision of ground workers, checking to ensure its

standards were satisfied by the service provider.  Id. at 951.  The Court noted, however, that this

indirect supervision was purportedly to ensure compliance with safety and security regulations

governing the airline and therefore was “qualitatively different” from the supervision in Torres-
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Lopez.  Id.  The Court also referred to the Torres-Lopez non-regulatory factors, many of which

indicated no joint employment, and also considered other aspects that were not implicated by

either the Bonnette or Torrez-Lopez factors.  Id. at 952-953 (calling the district court’s focus on

the four Bonnette factors “a bit narrow” and reviewing the “entire relationship in its totality”). 

Ultimately, the Court concluded that Air France was not a joint employer of the ground handling

service company employees.

Two cases in this district analyze the issue of joint employment under the FLSA in the

construction industry.  In Gonzales v. Sterling Builders, Inc., 2010 WL 1875620 (D. Or. May 6,

2010), Judge Brown addressed whether a general contractor was a joint employer of framers

hired by a sub-sub-contractor.   Judge Brown relied on the list of regulatory and non-regulatory8

factors from Torres-Lopez to guide her analysis.  There, the regulatory factors all favored the

conclusion that there was no joint employment: plaintiffs conceded that the general contractor

had no power to hire and fire them, did not maintain their employment records, and did not

directly set their work schedules.  Id. at *4-5.  Moreover, Judge Brown rejected the notion that

the general contractor indirectly controlled plaintiffs’ work conditions by setting the overall

project work schedule, especially because plaintiffs were several steps removed from the general

contractor.  Id.  Judge Brown also found that many of the non-regulatory factors were either

neutral or favored finding no joint employment: framing was not akin to a specialty job on a

production line because it was not a high-skilled occupation; there was no evidence as to whether

the contracts passed without material changes; there was no evidence as to whether the general

 Defendant LC Construction, the general contractor, subcontracted its framing to PIC8

Construction, which in turn subcontracted the work to Hammer Construction, which employed
plaintiffs.  2010 WL 1875620, at *1.
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contractor owned the premises or whether the plaintiffs used the contractor’s tools; and

plaintiffs’ relationship with the general contractor lasted only three months during the single

project.  Id. at *6-8.  On the other hand, several factors favored plaintiffs: they did not have a

shifting business unit because they worked together again only once for a few months; their

framing was piece work and required no special judgment or management skill; and their

contribution was an integral part of home construction.  Id.  Judge Brown granted defendants’

summary judgment motion, concluding that even though the general contractor may have

occasionally been on site, a jury could not find that he supervised or controlled the laborers’

employment.  Id. at *8.

Judge Acosta reached the opposite result in Chao v. Westside Drywall, Inc., 709 F. Supp.

2d 1037 (D. Or. 2010), denying defendant’s motion for summary judgment because there was

sufficient evidence for a jury to find that a drywall contractor and its drywall subcontractor

jointly employed drywall laborers.  Analyzing the Bonnette factors, Judge Acosta noted that

although the contractor did not directly control the laborers’ working conditions, they assigned

them to specific project sites, dictated which materials they would use, provided those materials,

required them to present proof of their work to be paid, briefly visited the project sites to provide

supervision and instruction, reserved the right to back charge for work done incorrectly, and

retained the right to remove laborers from a project without pay under certain circumstances.  Id.

at 1062-1063.  Further, the laborers negotiated pay rates directly with the contractor, sometimes

resolved pay disputes with the contractor, and received pay from both the contractor and other

third parties.  Id. at 1063.  The contractor also maintained employment records for a few laborers

and required laborers to track their time on worksheets and return them to the contractor.  Id. 
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Judge Acosta also went on to examine the Torres-Lopez non-regulatory factors, but used those

factors to determine whether the laborers were independent contractors or employees, not to

analyze the issue of joint employment.   

B. The Appropriate Test

As a threshold question, the court must determine the appropriate test to analyze joint

employment.  Defendants urge this court to apply only the four Bonnette factors and to ignore

both regulatory and non-regulatory factors laid out in Torres-Lopez.  Although defendants argue

generally that all of the Torres-Lopez regulatory factors are inapplicable here because they can

only be used in AWPA case like Torres-Lopez, defendants mainly oppose using the Torres-

Lopez regulatory factor that analyzes the putative employer’s “indirect control” over the plaintiff. 

By contrast, Lemus argues that the court should apply both the regulatory and non-regulatory

factors from Torres-Lopez, as Judge Brown did in Gonzales, and rely significantly on the

“indirect control” aspect of that analysis.  

Case law suggests that it is technically more correct to apply the four Bonnette factors

instead of the five Torres-Lopez regulatory factors where, as here, the plaintiff was clearly

employed by an intermediary company.  See Chao v. Westside Drywall, Inc., 709 F. Supp. 2d

1037, 1062 (D. Or. 2010) (“The Bonnette economic reality factors are applicable in

circumstances of ‘vertical’ joint employment, that is, where a company has contracted for

workers who are directly employed by an intermediary company.”) (quoting  Chao v. A One Med

Servs. Inc., 346 F.3d 908, 911 (9th Cir. 2003)).  The difference between these two approaches is

negligible, however, since the Bonnette factors “roughly correspond to the Torres-Lopez

regulatory factors.”  Moreau v. Air France, 356 F.3d 942, 950 (9th Cir. 2004) (internal quotation
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omitted).  Moreover, I disagree with Polygon’s argument  that the “indirect control” factor is only

applicable in AWPA cases.  In fact, many of the cases relied upon by Polygon are non-AWPA

cases where the courts investigate indirect control.  See Moreau, 356 F.3d at 951 (FMLA case,

considering indicia of indirect supervision, but determining that the defendant’s indirect control

was “qualitatively different” from the indirect control exhibited in Torres-Lopez); Jacobson v.

Comcast Corp., 740 F. Supp. 2d 683, 691 (D. Md. 2010) (FLSA case, analyzing whether cable

company’s monitoring of the work of subcontracted installation technicians to ensure compliance

with company standards amounts to control of technicians, even though cable company “does not

dictate the technicians’ working conditions”);  Zhao v. Bebe Stores, Inc., 247 F. Supp. 2d 1154,

1160 (C.D. Cal. 2003) (FLSA case, considering whether clothing company’s hired auditor’s

access to subcontractor’s payroll records constituted an exercise of “either direct or indirect”

control).  Moreover, the text of the FLSA and its implementing regulations both require courts to

consider indirect control in determining whether an entity is an employer.  See 29 U.S.C. §

203(d) (Employer includes “any person acting directly or indirectly in the interest of an employer

in relation to an employee.”) (emphasis added); 29 C.F.R. § 791.2(b) (joint employment

relationship exists “Where one employer is acting directly or indirectly in the interests of the

other employer (or employers) in relation to the employee.”).  Consequently, I consider

Polygon’s exertion of indirect control over Lemus, which becomes a crucial factor in the

analysis. 

Defendants also hope to avoid application of the Lopez-Torres non-regulatory factors,

although they contend that even if the court looked to those factors, it should still find no joint

employment relationship.  Many cases, however, apply both the Bonnett regulatory factors and
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the Torres-Lopez non-regulatory factors.  See, e.g., Moreau, 356 F.3d at 950-952; Zhao, 247 F.

Supp. 2d at 1157-1161.  Likewise, I apply the Torres-Lopez non-regulatory factors, but I do not

hew to them so mechanistically as to lose sight of the economic reality of the relationship

between Lemus, JC Builders and Polygon.  See 29 C.F.R. § 825.106(b) (“A determination of

whether or not a joint employment relationship exists is not determined by the application of any

single criterion, but rather the entire relationship is to be viewed in its totality.”); Moreau, 356

F.3d at 950 (even when applying the Torres-Lopez non-regulatory factors, the analysis must be

based on the totality of the circumstances and the economic reality of the situation). 

C. Applying the Bonnette Factors

1. Power to Hire and Fire

It is undisputed that Polygon’s contract with JC Builders included a clause reserving the

right to fire JC Builders’ employees if they smoked or chewed tobacco within any building, or if

they drank alcohol or consumed non-prescribed drugs anywhere on the project site. (Henretty

Decl., #66, Ex. 1 at 2) (Subcontract, ¶ C.6).   It is also undisputed that although Polygon did not

have the right to terminate JC Builders employee for other reasons, Polygon could also remove a

JC Builders employee from the job site if, for example, the employee was a safety hazard. (Poore

Decl., #69, Ex. B, at 10-11) (Charpentier Dep.).  Unlike in Moreau and Gonzalez, where the

putative joint employers had absolutely no power to hire or fire plaintiffs, here Polygon retained

both a limited right to fire JC Builders’ employees for specific violations of Polygon policy and a

more general right to remove JC Builders’ employees from the job site for safety concerns, a

sanction somewhat equivalent to firing here where Polygon’s jobs constituted the vast majority

of JC Builders’ work.  Thus, this factor weighs in favor of finding a joint employment
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relationship.  

2. Supervision and Control of Work Schedules or Conditions of

Employment

 Even though Polygon did not directly dictate JC Builders’ work schedules or conditions

of employment, various aspects of its management and supervision indirectly had a similar

effect.   Polygon exerted indirect control through a combination of setting the master construction

schedule, dictating permissible work hours, providing and managing the flow of necessary

construction materials, and supervising JC Builders’ framing work in a manner that undercut JC

Builders’ ability to manage the daily tasks of its employees. 

a. Overall Construction Schedule

There is no dispute that Polygon set the master construction schedule at Timberland

Apartment project.  Setting a project’s master schedule alone does not show the necessary

authority to control work conditions. See Gonzales v. Sterling Builders, Inc., 2010 WL 1875620,

at *5 (D. Or. May 6, 2010) (“authority to set an overarching start and finish date for a

construction project does not establish Defendants had the authority or ability to supervise or to

control work conditions”).  Nevertheless, Polygon’s power to set the master construction

schedule reinforces the notion that it possessed a great measure of indirect control, especially

when viewed in conjunction with the other indicia of indirect control described below.

b. Worksite Hours

Polygon exerted indirect control over JC Builders’ employee work schedules by limiting

job site working hours.  Polygon declares that work site hours were dictated by noise restrictions

in the local jurisdiction, not by its own policies, but the record undercuts that assertion. 
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(Erickson Decl., #82, ¶3.)  In fact, although the City of Beaverton restricted work hours from

7:00 AM to 7:00 PM, Polygon did not allow work until 8:00 AM on Saturdays to give neighbors

“an extra hour of sleep.”  (Henretty Decl., #91, Ex. 1, at 7) (Baker Dep.).  Moreover, even though

the City of Beaverton allowed work on Sundays, Polygon had a “site rule” prohibiting

subcontractors from working on Sundays.  Id., Ex. 1 at 8.  Thus, Polygon’s policies  not local

ordinances  restricted JC Builders’ working hours. 

c. Materials

 In Chao, Judge Acosta relied on the fact that the putative joint employer “controll[ed] all

decisions about what materials are used for the project [and] provid[ed] those materials” in

finding that the second Bonnette factor favored a finding of joint employment.  709 F.Supp.2d at

1062.  Here, as in Chao, Polygon’s role providing almost all construction materials and dictating

the delivery schedule of those materials gave it a manner of indirect control over JC Builders

employees’ daily tasks.  Polygon provided the vast majority of the materials used in framing,

namely the lumber, while JC Builders provided the nails and glue, comprising about 2% of

necessary materials. (Henretty Decl., #86, Ex. 6, at 7-8) (Baker Dep.)  Moreover, Polygon

subcontracted with a lumber supplier who determined the type and quantity of lumber needed at

the site, and Polygon dictated when this lumber would be delivered.  (Poore Decl., #80, Ex. D, at

4-6) (Baker Dep.).  Thus, it is reasonable to infer that Polygon was responsible for at least some

of the changes in JC Builders’ working conditions and daily schedule caused by a lack of suitable

lumber for framing.  Indeed, Charpentier testified that when Polygon failed to order materials in

time, which occurred “frequently,” Polygon site superintendents would verbally direct JC

Builders to divert its employees to other available work, causing a drop in productivity. 
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(Henretty Decl., #86, Ex. 1, at 17,19) (Charpentier Dep.).  Although Charpentier perceived that

Polygon superintendents were only trying to “advance their project,” not “direct our company or

manipulate us into a direction,” the shifting of workers due to missing materials caused JC

Builders to make multiple trips to a single building instead of just one.  Id., Ex. 1 at 19-20. 

Moreover, the lack of materials sometimes prevented JC Builders from completing part of a

Quality Assurance (QA) punch list.  Id. at 20.  Thus, Polygon’s role in scheduling material

deliveries indirectly impacted JC Builders employees’ working conditions and schedule, forcing

them to switch among buildings and decreasing their productivity.

d. Continuous On-Site Supervision and Correction

It is clear that JC Builders maintained some degree of control over its workers, setting its

crews’ schedules to meet the master construction schedule, deciding how many crews to send to

a particular job, and having its project leads answers workers’ questions.  (Poore Decl., #69, Ex.

B. at 21-23) (Charpentier Dep.).  Indeed, Lemus himself went to his crew lead, not Polygon

employees, for direction.  (Poore Decl., #69, Ex. A. at 5-6) (responses to Interrogatory 4 and 5). 

Further, all the evidence in the record suggests that Polygon superintendents gave orders only to

JC Builders supervisors, not directly to JC Builders laborers like Lemus. 

Nevertheless, the record indicates that Polygon’s constant supervision on the job site and

Polygon site superintendent’s requests to immediately address various framing issues also forced 

JC Builders to shift its workers throughout the day to address Polygon’s concerns.  First, JC

Builders’ subcontract allowed Polygon to request immediate correction of any of JC Builders’

work.  (Henretty Decl., #86, Ex. 8, at 4) (¶ F.3).  This seems to have occurred somewhat

frequently.  Polygon’s site superintendent at the Timberland Apartments project spent 98 % of
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his time on the site observing subcontractor work and Polygon supervisors spoke to JC Builders’

supervisors daily, if not several times per day, about JC Builders’ work.  (Henretty Decl., #86,

Ex. 3, at 6,7) (Ingebrigtsen Dep.); (Chatelaine Decl., #88, ¶5).  When a Polygon site

superintendent identified an issue, he expected JC Builders’ site supervisor to address the issue

immediately, and frequently told JC Builders that they could not move forward with framing

work or leave for the day until the issue was fixed.   (Chatelaine Decl., #88, ¶6).  Because these9

requests were so common, JC Builders set aside time at the end of each day to address items

raised by the Polygon superintendent during the day.  (Chatelaine Decl., #88, ¶7).  

Polygon’s requests also caused disruptions in the middle of the workday as well,

requiring JC Builders to make its workers wrap up their tools, move to a different building, and,

for example, make an alteration for a plumber.  (Henretty Decl., #92, Ex. 3, at 16) (Charpentier

Dep.) (describing a typical Polygon’s superintendent request as one that JC Builders “give him

manpower”).  JC Builders also had to move crews around to redo door heights and make changes

in the framing of the rental office building at Polygon’s request.  (Chatelaine Decl., #88, ¶¶10,

12.).  Likewise, Polygon also had JC Builders workers “leapfrogging” from one building to

another because Polygon had not finished pouring the concrete foundations on all the buildings

when JC Builders started work.  (Henretty Decl., #92, Ex. 3, at 9-10) (Charpentier Dep.).  These

requests were completely separate from fixes requested through its Quality Assurance

Inspections, which occurred at specific pre-determined points in the construction process. 

(Chatelaine Decl., #88, ¶13); (Henretty Decl., #86, Ex. 2, at 9-10) (Ballantine Dep.). 

 Polygon disputes that its site superintendents ever prevented JC Builders employees9

from leaving for the day until they completed framing tasks. (Ingebrigtsen Decl., #81, ¶7.) 
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Polygon argues that in large construction projects the general contractor must detect and

correct mistakes in subcontractor work early, to encourage job site safety, to ensure buildings

comply with specifications, and to prevent costly corrections.  I recognize Polygon’s concern, but

note that the general contractor may accomplish this goal without dictating the subcontractor’s

employees’ daily tasks.  See, e.g. Quintanilla v. A & R Demolitina, Inc., 2005 WL 2095104, at *8

(S.D. Tex. Aug. 30, 2005) (finding no joint employment relationship between a general

contractor and demolition subcontractor where the general contractor supervised the job site for

safety practices and other problems, but did not control or directly supervise the details of the

subcontractor’s employee’s work or their schedules).  Here, Polygon’s insistence that JC

Builders’ immediately respond to requests of Polygon superintendents blurred the line between

JC Builders as an independent contractor and JC Builders as a source of “manpower” for

Polygon. 

e. Comparison with Other Cases

Further, the type of supervision and resulting indirect control present here is more similar

to cases where courts have found a joint employment relationship, like Torres-Lopez, than cases

where no such relationship existed, such as in Moreau, Jacobson, and Zhao. 

In Moreau, discussed at length above, the Ninth Circuit placed considerable emphasis on

the qualitative difference between Air France’s supervision of ground handlers to ensure

compliance with safety and security regulations and the farmer’s supervision of pickers in

Torres-Lopez.  Polygon argues that, like the airlines industry, the construction industry requires

strict compliance with building plans and codes for safety purposes, which Polygon ensured
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through its ongoing supervision.  Lemus notes that the typical framing changes requested by

Polygon were not strictly safety-related, such as correcting the height of door openings or

replacing imperfect lumber.  But even if the changes were all safety-related, this case differs from

Moreau in one important respect.  Unlike in Moreau, where Air France monitored ground

contractors’ performance on a regular basis but only communicated with those contractors once a

month about potential problems, see Moreau, 356 F. 3d at 949, here Polygon had at least daily

interaction with JC Builders about its employees’ work, leading to much more pronounced

control of JC Builders’ daily activities.  

The same distinction is apparent in Jacobson v. Comcast.  There, Comcast contracted

with cable installation companies, which, in turn, hired technicians to install cable equipment in

customers’ homes.  Jacobson v. Comcast Corp., 740 F. Supp. 2d 683, 686 (D. Md. 2010).  The

Court held that Comcast did not jointly employ the technicians, despite Comcast issuing

technicians Comcast ID badges, retaining the power to effectively fire them by deauthorizing

them as Comcast contractors, at times directing technicians to specific work sites, and engaging

in real-time monitoring of technician’s work through a computer program that tracked their

arrival time, their time on site, and what equipment they used.  Id. at 687, 693-694.  Importantly,

however, while Comcast collected data on technicians in real time, they apparently used the data

to review technicians’ performance on a monthly basis to determine if certain technicians should

be deauthorized, not to micro-manage technicians’ daily activities.  See id., at 687. 

Similarly, the level of quality control here is different than in Zhao v. Bebe Stores.  There,

plaintiff was a garment worker employed by Apex Clothing, a company sewing garments for
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clothing manufacturers, including Bebe Stores.  Zhao v. Bebe Stores, Inc., 247 F. Supp. 2d 1154,

1155 (C.D. Cal. 2003).  Bebe Stores’ quality control personnel inspected garments at Apex “at

the beginning, middle, and end” of the assembly process and even had one quality control

manager with an office onsite at Apex to deal with quality control issues as they arose.  Id. at

1155, 1160.   Nevertheless, the court found that “the record falls short of demonstrating that this

involvement could be properly characterized as control or supervision over Apex's employees.” 

Id. at 1160.  Although this level of supervision and intervention is somewhat similar to Polygon’s

Quality Assurance program, which scrutinized work at predetermined points in the construction

process, it is quite unlike the daily supervision of JC Builders’ framing by Polygon.   

The level of control Polygon exerted here is more similar to the farmer’s control in

Torres-Lopez.  Just as in Torres-Lopez, Polygon dictated the overall work schedule of JC

Builders’ workers and the hours during which they were permitted to work, maintained a

frequent presence at the work site, and retained the right to inspect work both while it was being

done and after it was finished.  Admittedly, unlike in Torres-Lopez, where the farmer regulated

how many pickers were needed by staggering planting dates, Polygon did not dictate how many

framers JC Builders should provide.  Nevertheless, Polygon’s daily supervision and oversight

favors a conclusion that it was a joint employer.   

3. Rate and Method of Payment

The third Bonnette factor also supports finding a joint employment relationship.  There is

no dispute that JC Builders generally determined its employees’ rate of pay and managed all its

own payroll.  Charpentier required his employees to sign piecework agreements setting pay
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according to the size of the buildings they framed.  (Poore Decl., #69, Ex. B., at 11-12)

(Charpentier Dep.).  JC Builders paid its employees every two weeks, by paycheck, but allowed

workers to sign their checks back to JC Builders for cash so they would not have to waste a

percentage of their income at check-cashing agencies.  Id. at 15-16.  Contract CPA Yasmine

Caldwell managed JC Builders’ payroll and issued W-2s to employees, under direction from

Charpentier.  Id. at 16; (Poore Decl., #80, Ex. B, at 6-7) (Charpentier Dep.).  

But even though JC Builders’ dictated its employees’ compensation rate and managed its

own payroll, Polygon also shared significant power in determining the manner in which JC

Builders were paid.  JC Builders’ subcontract gave Polygon the right to pay unpaid wages

directly to JC Builder employees and deduct those payments from amounts otherwise due to JC

Builders.  (Henretty Decl., #66, Ex. 1, at 6) (¶ H.5(l)).  And, at one critical point, Polygon

actually issued JC Builders an advance payment to ensure that JC Builders’ employees’ wages

were paid. 

Polygon supervisors were generally interested in whether subcontractor’s employees were

being paid, since workers not being paid could effect their workmanship and slow progress on a

project.  (Henretty Decl., #66, Ex. 3, at 12-14) (Ingerbrigsten Depo).  Therefore, Polygon

expected superintendents to report to their superiors what they heard about subcontractor’s

employees being paid, although Polygon superintendents did not actively try to find out whether

those employees were being paid.  Id.  In late May 2009, Polygon deviated from its passive

stance towards JC Builders’ payment of workers and began to intervene.  As described above,

Polygon advanced JC Builders over $100,000 so that it could meet its obligations to employees
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and vendors.  Polygon insists that this early payment was simply an attempt to avoid paying for

the same work twice, once to JC Builders and again to JC Builders’ employees if they filed labor

liens against the project.  This may have been one facet of Polygon’s decision-making.  But the

“economic reality” of this large-scale construction project featuring over 50 different specialized

trades working on a strict master schedule suggests Polygon also advanced JC Builders payments 

to keep JC Builders’ workers from walking off the job.  Indeed, this concern eventually became

reality in July 2009 when JC Builders employees failed to show up for work at the Timberland

Apartments job site and Polygon cancelled JC Builders’ subcontract. 

None of the relevant cases involve a situation such as this where a putative joint employer

makes an additional payment to a subcontractor after learning that the subcontractor’s employees

were not being paid.  This intervention clearly does not imply the same amount of involvement

as a contractor who negotiates pay rates with subcontractor’s employees and pays them directly,

as in Chao, 709 F. Supp.2d at 1062-1063, or one who increases subcontractor’s pay for more

difficult work, Torres-Lopez, 111 F.3d at 643.  But, focusing on the touchstones of the

“economic reality” and “economic control” as the Ninth Circuit did in Bonnette, both Polygon’s

subcontract with JC Builders and Polygon’s advance to JC Builders suggests that Polygon

yielded significant economic control over whether JC Builders’ workers were paid.  Thus, this

factor favors finding a joint employment relationship. 

4. Employment Records 

Although the parties do not focus much on this factor, it also weighs slightly in Lemus’

favor.  JC Builders owner testified that initial employment paperwork for employees would be
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provided to JC Builders project leads and in conjunction with other records such as pay stubs

would be kept in JC Builders’ offices in Puyallup, Washington.  (Poore Decl., #69, Ex. B, at 15-

16).  Thus, in the normal course of business, Polygon did not maintain employment records for

JC Builders employees.  Yet, as described above, in late May 2009, Polygon requested and

collected lien releases for all JC Builders employees documenting the fact that each had been

paid.  Polygon describes these lien releases as mere “financial documents.”  But because these

documents detailed JC Builders  employees’ individual hours and wages, they amounted to a

rough duplicate of JC Builders’ payroll records.  Morever, starting in June 2009, when some of

JC Builders employees stopped showing up for work, Polygon asked its site superintendents to

track JC Builders’ manpower on a daily basis.  (Poore Decl., #80, Ex. A, at 6-8) (Walther Dep.) 

Polygon requested that tracking to prepare for discussions with JC Builders’ management about

future construction schedules.  By collecting the equivalent of JC Builders’ payroll information

and tracking how many workers it had on the job, Polygon differentiated itself from a typical

general contractor, who has no access to subcontractor employment records. 

D. Applying the Torres-Lopez Factors

1. Akin to Specialty Job on Production Line

Whether work is a “specialty job on the production line,” Rutherford, 331 U.S. at 730,

depends on whether it is “part of the integrated unit of production,” id. at 729, not whether it

requires any particular level of skill.  But see Gonzalez, 2010 WL 187620, at *6-7 (reasoning that

construction framers did not perform a specialty job on the production line because, unlike the

boning beef in Rutherford, the framers’ work could be learned in just a few days).  In Rutherford,
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the Supreme Court addressed whether a subcontracted group of skilled beef boners who worked

in a slaughterhouse were also employees of the slaughterhouse under the FLSA.  In ultimately

holding that the beef boners were employees of the slaughterhouse, the Court noted that “the

workers did a specialty job on the production line.”  Rutherford, 331 U.S. at 730.   This

conclusion was reinforced by the fact that “[t]he slaughterhouse operations, of which the boning

is a part, are carried on in a series of interdependent steps.”  Id. at 725.  Indeed, when applying

this factor in Torres-Lopez, the Ninth Circuit likewise focused on whether the farmworkers’

labor “constituted one small step in the sequence of steps” taken by the farmer to create his final

product, not whether the farmers workers’ tasks required significant skills.  Torres-Lopez, 111

F.3d at 643. 

Here, there is no dispute that framing is one of the 50 specialty trades Polygon used in

completing its projects.  And even though there was no literal “production line” in constructing

buildings, the framers fulfilled one necessary step in the linear process of constructing the

buildings that comprised the Timberland Apartments project.  Thus, like the cucumber pickers in

Torres-Lopez and the beef boners in Rutherford, Lemus’ framing work can be considered akin to

a speciality job on a production line.  This conclusion supports the notion that Polygon is a joint

employer. 

2. Responsibility Under Contracts Pass to Another Labor Contractor

Without Material Changes

JC Builders accepted Polygon’s subcontract for the Timberland Apartments project

without material changes.  According to Charpentier, JC Builders was offered the subcontract as
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a “take it or leave it” offer without the possibility for negotiation, with the total contract price

based on a square-foot price set by market value.  (Henretty Decl., #66, Ex. 5, at 9-10.)  Indeed,

the Polygon employee who negotiated the subcontractor agreements with JC Builders stated that

“the general terms and conditions cannot be altered; we’re not allowed to do that at all.” 

(Henretty Decl., #66, Ex. 7, at 8-9) (Baker Dep.)   Indeed, only two clauses were crossed out in

the subcontract  those pertaining to priming and painting end cuts of fascia and barge material

and supplying end cut solution  and both were relatively minor.  (Poore Decl., #80, Ex. B at 20-

22.)  

Polygon notes, however, that after JC Builders’ contract was terminated, the contract

actually underwent significant changes.  Instead of paying a flat rate based on square footage of

the buildings, as it did with JC Builders, Polygon hired the subsequent framing subcontractor on

a time and materials basis for “framing pick up work.”  (Poore Decl., #94, Ex. B at 8) (¶ H.1). 

This subcontractor completed and corrected JC Builders’ unfinished work at a much higher

overall pay rate.  (Erickson Decl., #70, ¶6.)   Thus, although initially the subcontract was passed

to JC Builders without material changes, it was later altered significantly after JC Builders’

termination.  Accordingly, this factor weighs against the conclusion that Polygon jointly

employed workers of JC Builders. 

3. Employer’s Premises and Equipment Used

There is no dispute that Polygon, as both developer and general contractor, owned the

premises where JC Builders employees worked.  Polygon, however, did not provide equipment

for Lemus and other laborers.  JC Builders provided its own forklift, saws, nail guns, air
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compressors, routers, levels and miscellaneous other tools, while JC Builders’ employees

provided their own hammers, speed squares, measuring tapes, chalk lines, and pouches to hold

their tools. (Henretty Decl., #86, Ex. 1, at 14-15) (Charpentier Dep.)  Courts have recognized that

ownership of the premises is an important factor in the overall analysis “because a business that

owns or controls the worksite will likely be able to prevent labor law violations, even if it

delegates hiring and supervisory responsibilities to labor contractors . . . .” Antenor v. D & S

Farms, 88 F.3d 925, 937 (11th Cir. 1996).  Given the importance of ownership of the work site

in preventing labor violations, this factor weighs in favor of a joint employment.

4. Employees Have Business Organization that Could or Did Shift as a

Unit to Other Work Sites

Although JC Builders possessed the structure of an independent business organization, it

was so dependent on Polygon for contracts and stretched beyond its capacities in attempting to

meet those obligations that it was not independently viable, and thus not able to shift Lemus or

his co-workers to other work sites.  The constant turnover of JC Builders employees at Polygon

projects suggests that JC Builders did not have a core group of its own employees that could

move to other sites.  Moreover, JC Builders relied predominantly on Polygon as the single source

of its business.  JC Builders was dependent on Polygon projects for 85% of its income, and while

working on the Polygon contracts, JC Builders sent crews to only two other jobs that did not

involve Polygon projects.  (Chatelaine Decl., #88, ¶15) ; (Henretty Decl., #92, Ex. 3, at 11)

(Charpentier Dep.)  Further, after JC Builders stopped working for Polygon, it took on only one

other small job before ceasing its activities.  (Henretty Decl., #92, Ex. 3, at 45, 50.)  Perhaps even
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more importantly, Lemus only worked on the Timberland Apartments project while employed by

JC Builders and it appears that his co-workers likewise did not shift to other work sites.  (Lemus

Decl., #87, ¶¶3-4).  

In Gonzales, where two of the plaintiffs worked together on only one additional job after

leaving the putative joint employer’s work site, Judge Brown reasoned that there was no

evidence from which a jury could conclude that plaintiffs “acted regularly as a business

organization that shifted from one worksite to another.”  Gonzalez, 2010 1875620, at *7.  Here,

the same reasoning applies, perhaps even more strongly.  Lemus and his co-workers worked only

on the Timberland Apartments project and, unlike in Gonzalez, never worked together again after

that project.  In sum, JC Builders’ overwhelming economic reliance on Polygon, its lack of a

stable workforce, its quick disintegration after losing the Polygon contracts, and its use of Lemus

and others exclusively at Polygon’s work site indicate that this factor favors a joint employment

relationship. 

5. Piecework Not Requiring Initiative, Judgment, Foresight, or Special

Skill. 

Lemus and other JC Builders employees labored under piecework agreements that yielded

wages from the minimum wage to $10 per hour.  (Henretty Decl., #86, Ex. 1 at 26) (Charpentier

Dep.)  Lemus exercised no managerial authority and his work was that of a low-skilled laborer. 

(Lemus Decl., #87, ¶2); (Henretty Decl., #66, Ex. 5, at 15-16.)  Polygon argues that this factor

and the next do not apply well to this case, since Lemus worked for JC Builders, which itself set

Lemus’ pay and exercised managerial judgment.  This argument is unpersuasive.  Rutherford, the
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case from which this non-regulatory factor derives, describes beef boning as work that “was more

like piecework than an enterprise that actually depended for success upon the initiative, judgment

or foresight of the typical independent contractor.”  Rutherford, 331 U.S. at 730.  Thus, the focus

is properly placed on the nature of work done by the putative joint employee, not that employee’s

manager.  Here, Lemus work was unskilled  carrying lumber and hammering nails into

predesigned holes in brackets and clips.  (Poore Decl., #69, Ex. B, at 8-10) (Charpentier Dep.). 

This factor weighs in favor of a joint employment relationship.

6. Employee Has Opportunity for Profit or Loss Depending on

Managerial Skill

It is undisputed that Lemus’ piecework agreement did not afford the opportunity for profit

or loss depending on managerial skill.  Thus, this factor also favors finding a joint employment

relationship.

7. Permanence in the Working Relationship

Lemus argues that even though he only worked at the Timberland Apartments site from

April 21 to June 17, 2009, the court should apply the “relative permanence” standard used by the

Fifth and Seventh Circuit, which deems work of even short duration to be permanent if it is

exclusive for the length of the relevant season.  See Brock v. Mr. W. Fireworks, 814 F.2d 1042,

1053-54 (5th Cir. 1987); Secretary of Labor v. Lauritzen, 835 F.2d 1529, 1537 (7th Cir. 1987). 

In Gonzalez, Judge Brown explicitly rejected this “relative permanence” standard, reasoning that

the cases endorsing that standard did not involve construction work and that those cases required

a recurring, seasonal working relationship, which was not present on the facts in that case.  Yet
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the Fifth Circuit, at least, recognizes that recurring employment is not required: “the proper test

for determining permanency of the relationship is not whether the alleged employees returned

from season to season, but whether the alleged employees worked for the entire operative period

of a particular season.”  Brock, 814 F.2d at 1054.  Nevertheless, even if I were inclined to follow

the Fifth Circuit’s relative permanence standard for seasonal work, I would have no reason to

apply it in this case, since residential construction is not a seasonal industry.  (Erickson Decl.,

#82, ¶3.)  Since Lemus’ two-month relationship with Polygon was not permanent, this factor

weighs against a joint employment relationship. 

8. Serviced Rendered Were An Integral Part of Employer’s Business

Polygon argues that Lemus’ contribution as a laborer was not integral to the construction

of Polygon’s buildings because he was easily replaceable.  Polygon misconstrues the meaning of

this factor, which focuses not on whether the employee had a unique talent but on whether the

service that the employee rendered, no matter how mundane, was necessary to the overall

business operation.  See Torres-Lopez, 111 F.3d at 644 (picking cucumbers was integral to the

farmer’s business because farmer could not realize any economic benefits of his investment in

the cucumbers without having them picked).   Here, it cannot be disputed that framing is integral

to the construction process.  Cf. Gonzalez, 2010 WL 1875620, at *8 (parties not disputing that

framing is an integral part of constructing homes).  Thus, this factor weighs in favor of a joint

employment relationship. 

E. Balancing of All Factors

As described above, all four of the Bonnette factors and six of eight Torres-Lopez factors
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favor a joint employment relationship.  Most important than even the mathematical tallying of

factors for and against is the observation that in several key areas Polygon possessed significant

control over JC Builders’ employees and their work, creating a relationship that placed Polygon

in the role of employer.  Polygon owned the job site, set work hours, reserved the right to fire JC

Builders employees in limited circumstances, dictated the timing of delivery of JC Builder’s

necessary building materials, interrupted JC Builders’ work forcing its employees to switch tasks

mid-stream, reserved the right to pay JC Builders’ workers wages directly, gave JC Builders an

advance enable it to pay its workers on one occasion, and tracked whether JC Builders paid those

wages.   See Bonnette, 704 F.2d at 1470 (putative joint employer “exercised considerable control

over the nature and structure of the employment relationship”).   Also, it is important that one

area of Polygon’s control  its power to pay wages and its intervention to ensure wages were

actually paid  extends into a quintessential aspect of the employer-employee relationship, the

payment of wages.  

My finding today rests, of course, on the unique facts presented and does not imply that

all developer/general contractors are joint employers of their subcontractors’ employees.  Nor

does it preclude general contractors from exercising the necessary level of supervision of

subcontractors to ensure compliance with safety requirements and building specifications. 

Rather, based on a consideration of the totality of the circumstances and guided by the factors

described in Bonnette and Torres-Lopez, I conclude that Polygon was Lemus’ joint employer

under the FLSA and Oregon wage laws.

 F. Wages Owed
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Even after determining that Polygon is a joint employer as a matter of law, the court must

still assess whether Polygon committed a FLSA violation and, if so, the measure of Lemus’

damages.  Polygon argues that there is at least a genuine issue of material fact concerning

whether Lemus already received all the wages he was due.  I disagree.  

The FLSA and Oregon law require an employer to pay minimum wages and overtime

wages.  29 U.S.C. §206(a)(1) (federal minimum wage requirement); 29 U.S.C. § 207(a)(1)

(federal overtime wage requirement); Or. Rev. Stat. § 653.025 (Oregon minimum wage

requirement); Or. Rev. Stat. § 653.261( Oregon overtime wage requirement).  Lemus declared

that he worked 426 hours at the Timberland Apartments projects, including 76 overtime hours,

but was paid only $1,313.00 for 128 hours of work.  (Lemus Decl., #87, ¶¶5,6.)   That payment

amounts to approximately $3.08 per hour for the hours he worked, well below the 2009 federal

minimum wage of $6.55 and the 2009 Oregon minimum wage of $8.40.  After Lemus stopped

working for JC Builders, he also received $200 towards his unpaid wages and another $3,500 in

settlement of this suit.  (Lemus Decl., #87, ¶¶9,10.)  Thus, under Oregon minimum wage laws,

Lemus argues that he should have received at least $3,897.60 for his work at Timberland

Apartments, comprised of 350 hours at $8.40 per hour plus 76 overtime hours at $12.60 per hour. 

In addition, Lemus contends that he is owed penalty wages of $2,016 under Oregon law,

corresponding to 30 days of eight hours each at $8.40 per hour.  See Or. Rev. Stat. §§ 653.055,

652.150.  Summing Lemus’ wages earned ($3,897.60) and the penalty wage ($2,016) and

subtracting the wages he received during his employment ( $1,313) and the money received since

his employment ($3,700), yields a total of $900.60 still owed to Lemus on his Oregon claims for
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unpaid wages and penalty wages.

Polygon argues that testimony by JC Builders’ owner creates a factual dispute about the

amount of wages Lemus actually received from JC Builders during his employment.  Charpentier

testified that, based only on a spreadsheet prepared by JC Builders’ general manager Pierre

Chatelaine and presented as a deposition exhibit, Lemus appeared to have received a draw of

$537.60 and was owned only $102.40 in additional wages. (Henretty Decl., #92, Ex. 3, at 59)

(Charpentier Dep.).  However, Charpentier could not say whether or not Lemus actually received

that draw without finding the documentation of that payment in JC Builders’ archives.   Id. at10

60.  In fact, he said the spreadsheet merely “speculates that [Lemus] was paid $537.60.”  Id.   

Charpentier’s testimony cannot create a genuine issue of fact as to the amount of Lemus’

owed wages for two reasons.  It is both self-serving, since the spreadsheet suggested JC Builders

paid Lemus more wages than Lemus reported, and altogether speculative, since Charpentier

lacked any personal knowledge of JC Builders paying a draw to Lemus.  See Villiarimo v. Aloha

Island Air, Inc., 281 F.3d 1054, 1061 (9th Cir. 2002) (uncorroborated and self-serving testimony

will not create a genuine issue of material fact); Anheuser Busch, Inc. v. Natural Beverage

Distribs., 69 F.3d 337, 345 (9th Cir. 1995) (conclusory or speculative testimony is insufficient to

raise a genuine issue of fact to defeat summary judgment).  

Defendants also attempt to create a question of fact by pointing to Charpentier’s

testimony that, based on Lemus’ piecework agreement, he was owed approximately $1,300, an

amount that would have been adequately covered by receiving a check for $1,313 plus a draw of

 It appears that neither party has accessed these archives.  10
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over $500. (Poore Decl., #80, Ex. B at 16.)   That conclusion is of little use, however, because

that particular piecework agreement only covered work done by Lemus in April 2009, while the

undisputed evidence shows Lemus worked until mid-June 2009.  (Poore Decl., #80, Ex. B at 16);

(Lemus Decl., #87, ¶5.)   Thus, the only evidence properly before the court on summary

judgment indicates Lemus is still owed $900.60 in unpaid wages and penalty wages.  

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Lemus’ motion to amend (#59) should be granted as to its

removal of Polygon Northwest as a defendant but otherwise denied.  Lemus’ motion for partial

summary judgment (#62) should be granted as to defendant Timberland Apartments, but denied

as to WR Townhomes F.  Defendants’ motion for summary judgment (#67) should be granted as

to WR Townhomes F but denied as to Timberland Apartments.  Judgment should be entered

dismissing Polygon Northwest as a defendant without prejudice and dismissing WR Townhomes

F as a defendant with prejudice.  Additionally, judgment should be entered in favor of plaintiff

against Timberland Apartments in the amount of $900.60. 

SCHEDULING ORDER

The Findings and Recommendation will be referred to a district judge.  Objections, if any,

are due fourteen (14) days from service of the Findings and Recommendation.  If no objections

are filed, then the Findings and Recommendation will go under advisement on that date.

//

//

//
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If objections are filed, then a response is due fourteen (14) days after being served with a

copy of the objections.  When the response is due or filed, whichever date is earlier, the Findings and

Recommendation will go under advisement.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated this 21st day of December, 2011.

   /s/ Paul Papak                             
Honorable Paul Papak
United States Magistrate Judge
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When Mediating a Construction Case Isn’t Just About Construction 

Increasingly,  construction disputes are interwoven with other legal issues that must be evaluated and 
resolved if the entire case is going to be resolved.  Some examples of multi-issue disputes are as follows, 
some more basic than others: 

• Simple lien/payment claims become overshadowed by construction defect counterclaims.  The 
counterclaims typically get tendered to insurance companies and insurance defense counsel will 
become involved.   

• Other insurance issues which can prevent settlement of the main claims in the case: 
o New and more difficult policy exclusions, e.g. requirement for a general contractor to 

have written subcontracts with all subcontractors which include indemnity 
requirements and obligate subs to obtain additional insured coverage for general 
contractor or no coverage and in some instances, no defense under GC’s policy 

o Action seeking declaration of rights/obligations under policies filed simultaneously with 
construction defect case 

o Typical coverage issues which must be overcome in order to settle: 
 “Your Work” Exclusion 
 Damage Inception Cutoff 
 No completed operations coverage 
 Multiple policies, but only some respond with defense/indemnity 
 Refusal of GC’s insurance carrier to resolve a claim/provide a release to a 

subcontractor who rejects or ignores and additional insured tender by GC’s 
insurer (and what does this all mean under recent case law, e.g Eclectic 
Investtment; Sunset Presbyterian cases 

 Assigning claims against uncooperative insurers through stipulated judgment 
w/covenant not to execute 

o Increase in subrogation claims from first party property insurers being mediated with 
main construction litigation 

• Fire Loss  
• Employer Liability Law/Worker’s Compensation  
• Piercing corporate veil 
• Involvement of public entities and application of the Oregon and Federal Torts Claims Acts 
• Statutory Claims, e.g. Fair Housing Act, ADA, Federal substantive due process; Oregon 

Residential Landlord Tenant Act violations 
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© EDGEWOOD PARTNERS INSURANCE CENTER I  CA License 0B29370  I  1

CONTRACTUAL RISK
AND INSURANCE
FOR PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES FIRMS

KENT COLLIER, J.D., 
CRIS, LEED AP BD+C
OCTOBER 21, 2022
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AGENDA

• Overview of Professional Liability compared with Commercial General Liability

– Coverage triggers and components

– Limits

– Deductibles/retentions

– Premium

– Market Trends

• Insurance Coverage for Liability Assumed in a Contract

• Analysis of a Typical Indemnity Clause

• Duty to Defend and Insurance Coverage

• Additional Insured Provisions
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PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
VS.

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
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PL VERSUS CGL LIMITS, COSTS, AND DEDUCTIBLES

$1M-

$5M-

$10M-

Professional 
Liability

Limit: $5M/$5M

Self-Insured 
Retention:  
$150kPolicy Lim

its not to Scale.

Insurer Financial 
Rating

% of 
Premium

Professional
Liability

A: XV 65%

Property & 
Casualty

A: XV 35%

Auto Liability
Limit: $1M

Deductible: $0

Commercial 
General Liability
Limit: $1M/$2M

Deductible: $0

Workers 
Compensation

Limit: Statutory 
Benefits

Deductible: $0 Employer’s 
Liability
Limit: $1M

Deductible: $0

Umbrella/Excess Liability
Limit: $10M

Deductible: $0
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OVERVIEW OF PL VERSUS CGL

Damages covered by other insurance 
policies, and some exclude A/E’s 

employee BI

NEGLIGENT Professional Services –
judged by comparison with the 
common law standard of care

Economic/Consequential Loss (except 
“Loss of Use” and damages “because 

of” BI/PD)

An OCCURRENCE arising from covered 
operations 

(i.e., non-professional services)

Personal & Advertising Injury

But Does Not 
Cover:

What Actions 
Trigger 

Coverage?

Also Covered:

Damages 
Covered:

But Do Not Call 
It:

Pollution Liability and
possibly Cyber/Technology coverage

Any damages the firm is legally 
obligated to pay if caused by negligent 

professional services

“Errors & Omission”

Bodily Injury & Property Damage

“Comprehensive”

Commercial General Liability Professional Liability
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CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY
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CONTRACT CLAUSES WE SEE OFTEN

• Commercial General Liability Insurance requirements including “contractual 
liability insurance” or “specifically insuring the indemnification provisions set forth 
herein” or “covering broad form contractual liability”

• Professional Liability insurance requirements including “limited contractual liability 
coverage” or “insuring contractual liability assumed in this agreement”

• Standard of care provisions with a higher or best standard of care that differs from 
the applicable common law standard of professional care

• Warranties or guarantees broader than the applicable common law standard of 
professional care – such as design “fit for intended purpose” or “complying with 
owner’s requirements” or “meeting a set budget”

• Liquidated damages for delay and time is of the essence 

• These are all problems for design professionals with respect to insurance coverage
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COMMON PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY EXCLUSIONS
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ISO CG 00 01 COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY EXCLUSION
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WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN?

• Professional Liability = Contractual Liability EXCLUSION

– Exception only for liability that would exist absent contract – i.e., professional 
negligence for failure to comply with common law standard of care

– Don’t agree to contract requirements for PL to have contractual liability cover

• Commercial General Liability = Contractual Liability EXCLUSION

– Bigger exception for liability assumed in an “insured contract”

 But “insured contract” does not include part of contract where an A/E 
agrees to indemnify for professional services, or an agreement to 
indemnify another for their professional services

– Watch out for contract requirements on CGL including language like:  
“including all liability assumed under this contract” or “broad form contractual 
liability” or “covering all operations and liability for this contract”

 Clarify:  (pursuant to standard ISO policy form CG 00 01 language)
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INDEMNIFICATION AND
THE DUTY TO DEFEND
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BROAD FORM INDEMNITY CLAUSE

To the fullest extent permitted by law, Design Professional shall 
indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Owner and its subsidiaries, 
affiliates, partners, representatives, agents, officers, directors, 
contractors, consultants, insurers, successors, servants and employees  
(“Owner Indemnitees”) from and against any and all claims, damages, 
losses and expenses, including but not limited to, attorneys’ fees, arising 
out of, resulting from, or relating to, in whole or in part, the performance 
or failure of performance of the Services performed, or any breach of this 
Agreement, by Design Professional, its subconsultants, and anyone 
directly or indirectly employed by them or anyone for whose acts they 
may be liable.

• Consider applicability of ORS 30.140(1)

• What part of this is an “insured contract”?
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DUTY TO DEFEND

• The verb “defend” in the prior clause means provide and pay for attorneys and 
other defense costs for the indemnitee (other party)

– Contrary to “American Rule” that a party to litigation bears it own fees

– Creates contractual liability that would not exist absent the contract

– Agreement to defend does fall within “insured contract” definition and is 
consistent with additional insured coverage under CGL, when available

• Immediate duty to defend is not covered by professional liability insurance*

• Agreement to reimburse attorneys’ fees, as damages, in proportion to negligence 
is likely covered by professional liability insurance

• Defense claims are rare, but potentially very significant

• Subconsultants could end up with multiple layers of uninsured defense exposure

* Limited, untested market (one insurer) covering small firms
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ALTERNATIVE INDEMNITY LANGUAGE ON DEFENSE

• defend

• (but not defend)

– Required in California due to CH2MHill case

• defend (to the extent of Design Professional’s commercial general 
liability insurance coverage)

• defend (except for claims alleging professional negligence)

• Bifurcated indemnity provisions

– Be careful of breadth to make sure one does not swallow the other

• Reimbursement to indemnitor of defense costs in proportion to 
adjudicated negligence

– Many in California now trying this under § 2782.8
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ADDITIONAL INSURED STATUS
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ADDITIONAL INSURED STATUS

• Allows another person or entity direct access to a CGL policy

– Not available for Professional Liability

– Creates insurer duty to defend another party

• Should only be given to identifiable parties

– Subsidiaries, related entities, officers, directors, employees

– Not agents, consultants, invitees, representatives, other 
contractors

• Granted by endorsement typically

• Blanket vs. scheduled
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ISO ADDITIONAL INSURED ENDORSEMENTS

• CG 20 10 (11/85) – “arising out of” “your work”

• CG 20 10 (10 93) – “arising out of” “ongoing 
operations”

• CG 20 10 (10/01) – “arising out of” “liability” 
“ongoing operations”

• CG 20 10 (07/04) – “in whole or in part” 
“liability for bodily injury, property damage or 
personal and advertising injury" “ongoing 
operations”

• CG 20 10 (04/13) – same as above but:

– Only applies to the extent permitted by 
law.

– Coverage is not broader than that to 
which you agreed in a contract.

• CG 20 33 (04/13) – same as above but applies 
blanket where required by written contract

• CG 20 38 (04/13) – same as above but adds 
covg for any other organization you are 
required to add by contract

• N/A
• N/A

• CG 20 37 (10/01) – “arising out of” “your work“ 
“products and completed operations”

• CG 20 37 (07/04) - “in whole or in part” “your work“ 
“products and completed operations”

• CG 20 37 (04/13) - same as above but:
– Only applies to the extent permitted by law.
– Coverage is not broader than that to which 

you agreed in a contract.
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Greyling Insurance Brokerage & Risk Consulting
Georgia | Florida | Maine | Missouri | South Dakota

(770) 552-4225
www.greyling.com

www.epicbrokers.com

Kent Collier, J.D., CRIS, LEEP AP BD+C
Managing Principal

kent.collier@greyling.com
(770) 220-7692

(404) 274-4636 (cell)
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L O S  AN G E L E S
N APA VAL L E Y

O R AN G E  C O U N T Y
P O R T L AN D

S AC R AM E N T O
S AN  D I E G O

S AN  F R AN C I S C O
S C O T T S D AL E

S E AT T L E
B U C H ALT E R . C O M

Ethics:  Digging into the RPCs

David J. Elkanich, Buchalter PC

OSB Construction Law Section
Annual Meeting, Portland, Oregon
October 21, 2022

buchalter.com
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buchalter.com

Today’s Agenda –

• Conflicts: who do you represent and who controls settlement?

• Candor: in settlement, in liens, to the court

• Confidentiality: managing the risks of lawyering on the go

• Questions?

buchalter.com

Conflicts of Interest
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buchalter.com

Lawyer

InsuredInsurer

buchalter.com

Who is the Client?
• The “reasonable expectations” test (In re Weidner)

—Does the client subjectively believe that the lawyer is 
representing the client?

—Is the client’s subjective belief objectively reasonable under 
the circumstances?

• RPC 1.13:  You represent the entity, generally…
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OSB Formal Op. 2005-30 [revised 2016]
• Insured has a property-damage insurance policy with Insurer. When 

Insured’s property is damaged by the negligent conduct of a third party, 
Insurer pays Insured to the extent required by the policy, minus the 
applicable deductible. The policy provides that, to the extent that 
Insurer pays Insured, Insurer is subrogated to Insured’s claims against 
third parties. 

• Insurer now proposes to pay Lawyer to represent both Insurer and 
Insured in an action against a third party to recover damages not 
reimbursed by Insurer to Insured as well as the sums that Insurer paid 
to Insured. At the time that Insurer makes this request, it does not 
appear that the interests of Insurer and Insured do or may diverge. 

buchalter.com

OSB Formal Op. 2005-30 [revised 2016]
• The Opinion ASSUMES a tripartite relationship exists:

—“In undertaking this representation, Lawyer would have both Insurer 
and Insured as clients, even though the action may be prosecuted 
Formal Opinion No 2005-30 2016 Revision solely in Insured’s name”

—How many cites are given in the opinion for this proposition?
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OSB Formal Op. 2005-30 [revised 2016]
• Must comply with Oregon RPC 1.8(f) [3d party payer]:

—Obtain informed consent from client
—No interference with lawyer’s independence or with client-lawyer 

relationship
—Remember: RPC 1.6(a)

• Must comply with Oregon RPC 5.4(c):  cannot permit a person who “pays the 
lawyer to render legal services for another to direct or regulate the lawyer’s 
professional judgment in rendering such legal services”

• Not conflict under RPC 1.7.

buchalter.com

The Tripartite Relationship in Oregon

• The default position is that when an insurer retains a 
lawyer to represent an insured, the insurance defense 
lawyer in Oregon has two clients, the insured and the 
insurer. 
—See Ethics Op Nos 2005-30, 77, 121

• Contrast Washington’s one-client approach.
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How did this Position Evolve?
• Op. 2005-68:  May DA honor Insurer’s request that DA provide all settlement funds to insurer to 

decide on distribution?  [No]

• Op 2005-77:  May lawyer who previously provided insurer coverage analysis regarding complaint 
against insured, subsequently represent insurer and insured in defense of underlying litigation?  
[Maybe]

• Op. 2005-121:  May lawyer file a motion to dismiss or for SJ against claim for which insurer has a 
duty to defend against and to pay damages on? [No]

—Discusses “risk of conflict” where reservation of rights
—Lawyer must treat insured as “the primary client” whose protection must be the lawyer’s 

“dominant” concern.
—Cites:   ABA Informal Ethics Op. No. 1476 (1981)

• 1 Insurance chs 6 & 14 (Oregon CLE 1996 & Supp 2003)

buchalter.com

Opinions Continue to Struggle with Relationship

• Op. 2005-157:  May lawyer submit client’s bills to a third-party audit 
service at the request of the insurance carrier?  May lawyer seek 
client’s consent to do so?  [Maybe]

• Op. 2005-166: May lawyer agree to comply with Insurer’s Litigation 
Billing/Management Guidelines “without regard to their effect on 
Lawyer’s clients? [No]
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• See Evraz Inc. Opinion – Case No. 3:08-cv-00447
—Held:  No atty-client relationship between lawyer 

representing insured and insurer.

• See footnote 1 to OSB Formal Ethics Op. 2005-30 [revised 
2016]:

—“Any assumption that a tripartite relationship exists can be overcome by the 
specific facts and circumstances in a particular matter. See In re Weidner, 310 
Or 757, 801 P2d 828 (1990) (articulating the test for an attorney-client 
relationship); Evraz Inc., N.A., v. Continental Ins. Co., Civ No 3:08-cv-00447-
AC, 2013 WL 6174839 (D Or, Nov 21, 2013) (finding no tripartite relationship 
when insurer did not hire lawyer and when lawyer had made it clear to insurer 
that she only represented insured)”

buchalter.com

Settlement Issues
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Unresolved Issues:  Settlement
• ABA Formal Op. 96-403 (1996) – conflict arises where insured opposes settlement 

wishes of insurer

• Talk to your client about settlement, options, etc.
• RPC 1.4:

—A lawyer shall keep a client reasonably informed  about the status of a matter 
and promptly comply with reasonable requests for information 

—A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the 
client to make informed decisions regarding the representation.

• Client decides.
—RPC 1.2(a) provides, in part, “A lawyer shall abide by a client’s decision 

whether to settle a matter”

buchalter.com

• Kruger-Willis v. Hoffenburg, 198 Wn.App. 408 (2017):  held that insurer had 
contractual duty to defend driver, and counsel retained by insurer had authority to 
represent driver.

• But see Washington RPC 1.2(f) [not in Oregon]
—“A lawyer shall not purport to act as a lawyer for any person or organization if the lawyer knows 

or reasonably should know that the lawyer is acting without the authority of that person or 
organization, unless the lawyer is authorized or required to so act by law or a court order.”

• Other states disagree:
—Colorado Formal Ethics Op. 128
—North Carolina Formal Ethics Op. 2010-1
—Utah Formal Ethics Op. 04-01a
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RPC 8.4 – Lawyers (Mostly) Can’t Lie
• RPC 8.4(a)(3):  It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

—“engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation that 
reflects adversely on the lawyer’s fitness to practice law.”

• In re Williams, 314 Or 530 (1992) (the lawyer was disciplined for not 
following through on a representation that the lawyer would hold certain 
client funds in trust pending the resolution of a dispute even though the 
lawyer believed that he would do so and expected to do so when the 
representation was made)

• May have duty to correct a statement initially believed to be true that 
later turns out to be false.

buchalter.com

• ABA defines puffing as “statements upon which parties to a negotiation 
ordinarily would not be expected to justifiably rely.”  See ABA 06-0439:  
statements regarding a party’s negotiating goals or its willingness to 
compromise, as well as statements that can fairly be characterized as 
negotiation ‘puffing, I’ ordinarily are not considered ‘‘false statements of 
material fact” within the meaning of the Model Rules. 

• “Attorneys may engage in permissible posturing or ‘puffery’ during 
negotiations and may generally make statements regarding a client’s 
negotiation goals or willingness to compromise because such statements 
are not the type of statements upon which parties to a negotiation 
ordinarily would justifiably be expected to rely.”  CA 2015-194
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The “Aggregate Settlement” Scenario
• RPC 1.2(a): A lawyer shall abide by a client's decision whether to settle 

a matter.

• RPC 1.8(g):  A lawyer who represents two or more clients shall not 
participate in making an aggregate settlement of the claims of or 
against the clients *** unless each client gives informed consent, in a 
writing signed by the client. The lawyer's disclosure shall include the 
existence and nature of all the claims or pleas involved and of the 
participation of each person in the settlement. 

• See In re Gatti, 356 Or 32 (2014)

buchalter.com

Attorney Liens and Fee Splits
• RPC 1.5(d):  A division of a fee between lawyers who are not in the 

same firm may be made only if: 
—(1) the client gives informed consent to the fact that there will be a division of 

fees, and 
—(2) the total fee of the lawyers for all legal services they rendered the client is 

not clearly excessive

• Charging liens and retaining liens 
—See OSB Formal Op No 2005-90
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Confidentiality in
Remote Settings 

buchalter.com

Principal Concerns with Remote Lawyering

Duty of 
Competence

Duty of 
Confidentiality

Duty to 
Supervise Avoiding UPL
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#1:  You Have to be Competent
• Oregon RPC 1.1:  “Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, 

thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.” 

• Cmt [8]:  Lawyer must “maintain” competence by keeping abreast of changes in the 
law and its practice, including the benefits and risks associated with relevant 
technology, engage in continuing study and education.

Consider
• Available workspace and needs
• The inevitable interruptions to workflows
• Securing physical material/property
• Tracking deadlines and scheduling changes
• Staying (and becoming) competent 

buchalter.com

#2:  Keep Client Information Confidential
• RPC 1.6(a):  A lawyer shall not reveal information 

relating to the representation of a client unless the 
client gives informed consent, the disclosure is 
impliedly authorized in order to carry out the 
representation or the disclosure is permitted by 
paragraph (b).

Attorney-client privilege:  
• Attorney
• Client
• Communication
• Confidential
• Purpose of legal advice
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Traditional office Remote work setup

• Semi-designated work space
• No (or limited) in-person contact
• 24/7 open access
• Less secure tech
• Not staffed by employees
• Staff is remote

buchalter.com

• RPC 1.6(c):  attorneys need to act reasonably to prevent non-authorized 
access or inadvertent disclosure

Consider reasonable actions in different settings:
—physical office
—remote work location
—electronic material/metadata
—inadvertent/unintended recipients
—outside service providers
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#3:  Remember Your Duty to Supervise

Supervising attorneys: duty to adequately supervise and ensure 
compliance becomes increasingly challenging given:

• Remote work settings
• Delegation of duties
• Decreased in-person communication
• Lack of physical oversight

buchalter.com

RPC 5.3:  Supervising Nonlawyer Assistance
• Nonlawyers in the firm:

—Give appropriate instruction and supervision
—Be responsible for work product

• Nonlawyers outside the firm:
—Make reasonable efforts to ensure that the services are provided in a manner 

that is compatible with the lawyer’s professional obligations
—Varies depending on circumstances, including the education, experience and 

reputation of the nonlawyer; the nature of the services involved; the terms of 
any arrangements concerning the protection of client information

• Technology and no lawyer assistance
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#4:  Avoid UPL in Remote Practice
• Issue:  Can you live in one state while you work in another?

• Assume:
—Lawyer has no business office in the other state
—She will not represent any client in other state 
—She will not solicit work in other state
—She will have no public presence in other state 
—She will have disclaimers everywhere regarding her licenses
—She will use the firm’s mailing address
—She will not do any work involving the law of the other state

buchalter.com

• ABA Opinion 495 (December 16, 2020)

[I]in the absence of a local jurisdiction’s finding that the activity 
constitutes the unauthorized practice of law, a lawyer may practice the 
law authorized by the lawyer’s licensing jurisdiction for clients of that 
jurisdiction, while physically located in a jurisdiction where the lawyer 
is not licensed if the lawyer does not hold out the lawyer’s presence 
or availability to perform legal services in the local jurisdiction or 
actually provide legal services for matters subject to the local 
jurisdiction, unless otherwise authorized.
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• RPC 5.5(a):  A lawyer shall not practice law in a jurisdiction in violation 
of the regulation of the legal profession in that jurisdiction, or assist 
another in doing so.

• RPC 5.5(b):  A lawyer who is not admitted to practice in this jurisdiction 
shall not: 

—(1) except as authorized by these Rules or other law, establish an office or 
other systematic and continuous presence in this jurisdiction for the practice of 
law; or 

—(2) hold out to the public or otherwise represent that the lawyer is admitted to 
practice law in this jurisdiction.

buchalter.com

• Other States:
—Maine Ethics Op 189 (2005)::  yes, not engaged in UPL
—Utah Ethics Opinion 19-03 (2019): yes, no business regulating
—Washington, D.C. Op. 24-20 (2020):  yes, “during the pandemic”
—Phil./Penn Joint Op. 2021-100:  yes, adopts ABA Op. 495
—Florida Op. SC20-1220 (2021): yes, doesn’t implicate RPC 5.5(b)

• No Oregon opinion 
—OR Op 2021-198 (law school graduates pending bar admission)
—In re Harris, 366 OR 475 (2020) (practice authorized pending bar admission)
—See RPC 5.5(c), allowing “temporary practice”
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And Constitutional Issues
• See In re Jones, 123 N.E.3d 877 (Ohio 2018)

—Under RPC 5.5(c), lawyer was able to engage in the temporary practice of law 
in Ohio pending Bar admission

• But see the concurrence:  “The majority reaches the correct result[.] *** 
The problem is that *** the rule is irrational and arbitrary and cannot 
constitutionally be enforced.”

—Violates the Ohio and US Constitutions
—Arbitrary and unreasonable
—No rational relationship to any discernable state interest.

buchalter.com

A Final Word on Data Security
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Primary Risks of Mobile Lawyering
• Physical access to lost or stolen device 

by unauthorized user

• Hackers accessing confidential information
—Unencrypted data over an unsecured wireless network

buchalter.com
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10 Ways to Minimize Risk
• Use secure networks, where possible
• Use encrypting technology
• Inactivity timer
• Location services
• Remote wipe (and wipe on attempts)
• URLs and QRs
• Update your device
• Don’t jailbreak or root
• Terms of Service – malicious apps
• Virtual assistants

buchalter.com
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Navigating Insolvency Scenarios 
Including Bankruptcy & Receiverships 

Justin D. Leonard - Leonard Law Group LLC 
October 21, 2022 

A. Practical Tips for Understanding Bankruptcy and Its Case Law
1. The Type of Bankruptcy Case Can Impact You Significantly

o Chapter 7 - Liquidation only (Ch. 7 Trustee stands in shoes of Estate)
§ Individual Debtor

• Debtor and Estate are two separate entities
• Debtor continues life/operations; Estate created on filing date

§ Corporate Debtor
• Debtor and Estate are essentially the same (so Trustee stands

in the shoes of both Debtor and Estate)
• Debtor’s business stops completely (unless a rare “Operating

Order” is issued, such as for a wind-down of operations)
• Debtor does NOT get a discharge of its debts!

o Chapter 11 (now incl. Subchapter V) – either Liquidation or Reorganization
(Debtor in control as “Debtor-in-Possession” unless a Chapter 11 Trustee is
appointed; in new “streamlined” Subchapter V, a trustee oversees but Debtor
still remains in control)

o Chapter 12 - Farm Bankruptcy (Ch. 12 Trustee overseeing, but does not stand
in shoes of Debtor; Debtor has control of assets)

o Chapter 13 - “Payment Plan” / “Wage-earner” Bankruptcy (Ch. 13 Trustee
overseeing, but does not stand in shoes of Debtor; Debtor has assets/ control)

2. The Type of Bankruptcy Trustee Involved May Impact You Significantly
o United States Trustee aka U.S. Trustee / UST / Office of the U.S. Trustee –

part of the U.S. Department of Justice
o Private Trustees (but Quasi-Judicial)

§ Chapter 7 Trustees
§ Chapter 12/13 Trustees and Subchapter V Trustees
§ Chapter 11 Trustees

3. District Courts’ Jurisdiction over Bankruptcy (Article I Court)
o Automatic Reference to Bankruptcy Court Can Be Withdrawn
o Bankruptcy courts require consent to adjudicate non-bankruptcy issues or

findings and recommendations can be made to District Court
4. Three Levels of Appeals of a Bankruptcy Court’s Ruling

o EITHER Bankruptcy Appellate Panel (Part of the Court of Appeals for the
Circuit) or federal District Court (equal parity; parties get to choose)

o Court of Appeals for the Circuit
o U.S. Supreme Court

5. Types of Bankruptcy Court Rulings: Contested Cases v. Adversary Proceedings
o Contested Case Citation:  In re ABC Corp.
o Adv. Proceeding Citation:  Acme Insurance Co. v. ABC Corp. (In re ABC Corp.)
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B. Practical Tips for Understanding Receiverships and Its (Lack of) Case Law
1. Look to the Court’s Receivership Order, which governs (rather than the Code)
2. Oregon’s New Receivership Code (ORS Chapter 37) began in 2018 and provides a

framework for receiverships, supplemented by existing ORCP 80
3. Similar concepts as in a bankruptcy case (automatic stay; sales “free and clear” of

liens as under 363(f); assumption and rejection of executory contracts; proof of claim
participating in case as an interested party)

4. Receivership Code includes some requirements, but generally provides a flexible
“menu” approach, so look to the Receivership Order to understand the situation;
case law will generally not help you

5. If you have questions after reviewing the Order, reach out to the Receiver’s attorney
employed in the case (typically in the Order itself, or in a stand-alone order)

6. You should request to be added to the Receiver’s email list to get notices and monitor
the case (such requests can usually be made informally to the Receiver, without a
court filing)

C. Advising Contractor Creditor: Things to Consider BEFORE Bankruptcy / Receivership
1. Trying to “contract around” bankruptcy and the automatic stay (such as filing

triggering a default or automatic termination) isn’t going to work.
o These “ipso facto” clauses are unenforceable under 11 USC 365(e)(1)
o Just because you see these in model documents doesn’t mean they do anything

(besides as a bluff)
2. Surety bonds, letters of credit, and escrow accounts can help avoid bankruptcy

problems, if they are feasible.
3. Be sure to properly process and record your construction liens; security interests are

very helpful in the bankruptcy or receivership context
4. If bankruptcy is a possibility, use care in your collection efforts; funds that your client

successfully receives “outside of the ordinary course of business” can be clawed back
as a preferential transfer. (To be safe, advise your client to hold the funds for 90 days,
to lessen the blow if they are clawed back.)

5. Consider terminating the construction contract (or lease or other executory contract)
prior to bankruptcy or receivership to avoid getting tied up while waiting for
assumption or rejection

D. Advising a Contractor Creditor: Things to Consider AFTER Bankruptcy / Receivership
6. Have a Construction Lien? – Be sure to “foreclose” it before the deadline through a

simple notice with the Court in your bankruptcy or receivership case.
o See attached “Notice of Perfection” (EXHIBIT B) for an Oregon

Receivership; same concept for a bankruptcy case.
o Remarkably, this Notice is the equivalent to filing a foreclosure complaint in

state court -- and its filing does not violate the automatic stay.
7. “Severing and Abating” Debtor from Current Proceeding to Continue Litigation

against Other Parties
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8. Seeking Relief from Stay to Continue Your Litigation against Debtor
o To simply “prove” damages, consider simply filing Proof of Claim in

Bankruptcy or Receivership case
§ Attach Complaint or other supporting documents
§ No adjudication necessary; only if claim objection is filed (which is less

likely that you suspect)
o To pursue judgment against Debtor for purposes of insurance coverage, then

file Motion stating as follows: 
§ Describe pending or future proceeding briefly;
§ Explain purpose of including Debtor is solely for insurance;
§ State in your Motion that client shall not pursue collection of any

resulting judgment against assets of the Bankruptcy or Receivership
Estate

§ In a bankruptcy case, consider requesting that the Court modify/waive
the default 14-day stay of effectiveness of the order, if time is an issue,
and if you can provide justification for the request - FRBP 4001(a)(3)

§ Consider proposing to Debtor and Trustee (or Receiver) a Stipulated
Order for Relief from Stay (versus filing a Motion and letting the time
run) – especially if timing is an issue

9. Seeking Relief from Stay to Sue Insurer or Surety (Direct Action) to pursue coverage
10. Non-bankruptcy lawyers can comfortably seek relief from stay (and file claims) in our

Bankruptcy Court:
o Admission to Federal District Court
o Register for ECF with the Bankruptcy Court
o Skim the Local Bankruptcy Rules and the Local Bankruptcy Forms
o Carefully Review Local Rules and Forms re: Stay Relief – each jurisdiction has

specialized practice and forms of notices, motions, and orders applicable to
stay relief, and certain requirements for each

o Review my attached Annotated “Automatic Stay” Statute (EXHIBIT A)
11. Review of Highlights of the Annotated Automatic Stay Statute: 11 U.S.C. § 362

o Scope of the stay is extremely broad and is equivalent to a court order
o 29 Exceptions – some are extremely important and relevant, including

§ Governmental Action / Police Powers
§ Criminal Matters
§ Family Law Matters
§ Actions by IRS and other Taxing Authorities
§ Taking Possession of Commercial Property from Debtor-Tenant (if

Lease Terminated Pre-Petition)
§ Actions to Continue Perfection

o Damages include attorney fees and costs, and punitive damages
o No adversary proceeding litigation (i.e., Complaint) necessary; injured debtors

can file a motion for order to show cause and seek damages for contempt of
court
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E. Key Impacts of a Bankruptcy Filing on Your Client’s Construction Project
12. Automatic Stay - protecting both Debtor and Estate:  11 U.S.C. § 362

o See Annotated 11 U.S.C. § 362 Statute with these Materials
o Need to Evaluate whether “Property of the Estate”:  11 U.S.C. § 541

§ Insurance Policy or Surety Bond (which is less relevant)
§ Insurance or Surety Bond Proceeds (Very important; fact specific, but

generally NOT property of the estate when the policy provides third-
party indemnity coverage or surety bond; but stay relief should be
sought)

o No Legal Impact on the Terms of the Insurance Policy or Surety Bond
§ No termination or modification of an insurance policy (or other

contract) due to a bankruptcy filing or the debtor’s financial condition,
despite a contractual provision saying otherwise: 11 U.S.C. §
365(e)(1)

o Need to consider who has the rights / control of an insurance policy or bond
and its proceeds, and who to ask for support:

§ Chapter 7 (Liquidation by Ch. 7 Trustee, standing in the shoes of
Debtor – but with additional rights of creditors that may be relevant to
coverage issues)

§ Chapter 11 (Reorg. or Liquidation generally by Debtor-in-Possession)
o The automatic stay does NOT apply to other parties -- even if related to the

Debtor, including guarantors, parent entities, and subsidiary entities, but use
caution!

13. Executory Contracts – when performance is due on both sides: 11 U.S.C. § 365
o Will be either “Assumed” (and possibly “Assigned”) or “Rejected”
o Assumption of a contract requires the cure of past defaults
o Rejection is most likely scenario; does not “terminate” the contract, but

treated as a breach.
§ Non-breaching party retains rights under the contract – other than

specific performance; can’t force the debtor to perform.
§ Non-breaching party will have an unsecured claim in the case for

damages arising from the breach.

F. Weighing Bankruptcy as a Tool for Your Client
14. Important Complications and Protections of Bankruptcy to Consider

o Filings and Testimony Required Under Oath
o Nondischargeability Issues
o Avoidance Issues (Preferences and Fraud. Transfers)
o Capping Landlord Damages under Leases
o No Protections for Guarantors or Other Parties
o Judicial Settlement Conferences (available in Oregon)
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Exhibit A: Annotated 11 USC § 362 re Automatic Stay
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Page 1 –  YSL Construction, LLC’s Notice of Continued Perfection 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE STATE OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF MULTNOMAH 

In re 

Portland Development Group 
Investments, LLC, an Oregon limited 
liability company, 

Petitioner, 

Case No. 19-CV-32355 

YSL CONSTRUCTION, LLC’S  
NOTICE OF CONTINUED  
PERFECTION OF CONSTRUCTION 
LIENS 

Secured creditor YSL Construction, LLC, an Oregon limited liability 

company (“YSL”), by way of its counsel, hereby files notice of its security interests 

pursuant to ORS 37.220(5)(d), in order to continue perfection of its construction liens on 

receivership property.  

YSL claims perfected security interests in the above-referenced real 

property of the Petitioner (the “Collateral”) specifically described in YSL’s Claims of 

Construction Lien (the “Claims”), which are subject to expiration if not perfected: 

Mult. Co. 
Recorder # Collateral Dates of 

Service 

Claim 
Recording 

Date 

Amount of 
Claim 

2019-063103 2082 SE Nehalem St. 
April 2, 2019 -
May 14, 2019 6/21/2019 $13,762.50 

2019-063104 8019 SE 21st Ave. 
April 2, 2019 -
May 14, 2019 6/21/2019 $13,762.50 

Exhibit B: Example of Lien Perfection Notice
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Copies of each of these Notices are attached hereto as Exhibit A & B, respectively. The 

claims as stated do not include interest or attorney fees as allowed under Oregon law.    

NOTICE OF PERFECTION 

The attached Claims as recorded in Multnomah County’s real property 

records reflect valid construction liens arising pursuant to ORS Chapter 87. YLS timely 

recorded its Claims on June 21, 2019, and then immediately provided a Notice of Filing 

Claim of Lien with Notice of Intent to Foreclose to both the Petitioner and to the 

mortgagee Goldman Sachs, each by certified mail, on June 24, 2019. 

In Oregon, a perfected construction lien shall expire if a foreclosure action 

in the proper state court is not filed within 120 days of the recording of the claim of lien. 

ORS 87.055. However, Petitioner’s receivership imposes an automatic stay. Like in a 

bankruptcy case, the automatic stay in an Oregon receivership case prevents “[a]ny act to 

create, perfect or enforce any lien or claim against estate property” unless the secured 

creditor obtains relief from stay. ORS 37.220(d) (corresponding with 11 U.S.C. § 

362(a)(4)).  

Both the Bankruptcy Code and Oregon’s Receivership Act provide a 

mechanism that allows secured creditors to continue the perfection of their lien without 

requiring creditors to obtain limited relief from stay to file a foreclosure action. Similar to 

the Bankruptcy Code (11 U.S.C. § 362(b)(3)), 1 Oregon’s Receivership Act (ORS 

 
1   The Bankruptcy Code excepts from the automatic stay “any act to perfect, or to maintain 
or continue the perfection of, an interest in property to the extent that the trustee’s rights and 
powers are subject to such perfection under § 546(b)….” Section 546(b)(2) in turn provides that, 
where state law requires “commencement of an action to accomplish ... perfection, or 
maintenance or continuation of perfection of an interest in property” and the action has not been 
commenced prepetition, then “perfection of such interest shall be maintained or continued, by 
giving notice within the time fixed by such law for ... such commencement.” The Bankruptcy 
Code does not specify what the Section 546(b) “notice” must contain or to whom it should be 
given, however, the Ninth Circuit BAP has recognized that courts typically require that a notice 
be filed in the bankruptcy court. See In re Baldwin Builders, 232 B.R. 406, 413 (9th Cir. BAP 1999). 
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37.220(5)), provides that the stay does not apply to certain acts to continue perfection, 

subject to several qualifications: 

(d) Any act to perfect, or to maintain or continue the 
perfection of, an interest in estate property if the interest 
perfected would be effective against a creditor of the 
owner holding at the time of the entry of the order of 
appointment either a perfected nonpurchase money 
security interest under ORS chapter 79 against the 
property, or a lien by attachment, levy or the like, 
including liens under ORS chapter 87, whether or not 
such a creditor exists, except that if perfection of an 
interest would require seizure of the property involved 
or the commencement of an action, the perfection 
may and must instead be accomplished by filing and 
serving on the receiver notice of the interest within 
the time fixed by law for seizure or commencement; 

ORS 37.220(5)(d). 

THEREFORE, the filing and service of this notice on the Receiver, along 

with mortgagee Goldman Sachs and all interested parties in this case, including those 

claiming an interest in the Collateral, shall constitute proper and timely notice of the 

continued perfection of YSL, as if YSL had filed a foreclosure proceeding against the 

Petitioner pursuant to ORS 87.060. 

 LEONARD LAW GROUP LLC 

By:  /s/ Justin D. Leonard  
  Justin D. Leonard, OSB 033736 

  Direct: 971.634.0192 
  Email: jleonard@LLG-LLC.com  

1 SW Columbia, Ste. 1010 
Portland, Oregon 97204 
Fax: 971.634.0250 

 Counsel for YSL Construction LLC  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I certify that on the date below, I caused notice of the filing of this YLS 
CONSTRUCTION LLC’S NOTICE OF CONTINUED PERFECTION OF 
CONSTRUCTION LIENS to be served on the following parties by electronic service 
via OJD E-File (where applicable) U.S. First Class Mail and Email as indicated below: 
 

Portland Development Group 
Investments, LLC 
c/o Tara Schleicher 
Garvey Schubert Barer 
121 SW Morrison St 11th Fl 
Portland OR  97204 
tschleicher@gsblaw.com 
 
Michael T. Hubbell 
c/o Doug Ricks 
Vanden Bos & Chapman 
319 SW Washington St., Ste. 520  
Portland, OR 97204 
vbcservicedougr@yahoo.com 
 
Wasatch Credit Association 
c/o Eleanor Dubay 
Tomasi Salyer Martin 
121 SW Morrison St., Suite 1850  
Portland, OR 97204 
edubay@tomasilegal.com 
 
LendingHome Funding Corporation 
c/o Tony Kullen 
121 SW Morrison St Ste 1100 
Portland OR  97204 
tkullen@wrightlegal.net 
 
Emerio Design, LLC 
c/o James Daigle 
James M Daigle PC 
210 SW Morrison St Ste 600 
Portland OR  97204 
jamie@daigle.law 
 

J. Fanelli Properties, LLC 
c/o Joe Sakay 
Hillis Clark Martin & Peterson 
1221 Second Avenue Ste. 500  
Seattle, WA 98101 
joe.sakay@hcmp.com 
 
Surface Works, LLC 
c/o James Laurick 
Kilmer Voorhees & Laurick PC 
732 NW 19th Ave 
Portland OR  97209 
jlaurick@kilmerlaw.com 
 
M&T Bank 
c/o Paul Barton 
Olsen Barton LLC 
5 Centerpointe Dr Ste 220 
Lake Oswego OR  97035 
paul@olsenbarton.com 
 
JEZ Acquisitions, LLC 
c/o Lawrence Wagner 
Stewart Sokol & Larkin LLC 
2300 SW 1st Ave Ste 200 
Portland OR  97201 
lwagner@lawssl.com 
 
Michael Doyle Douglas 
c/o C. Thomas Davis 
Davis Galm Law Firm 
12220 SW 1st St. 
Beaverton, OR 97005 
tom@davisgalm.com 
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Merrill Electic, LLC 
c/o Kevin Preston 
Preston Maddoux LLC 
12901 SE 97th Ave Ste 330 
Clackamas OR  97015 
kevin@pmlawllc.com 
 
Parr Lumber Company 
c/o John Chambers 
Dunn Carney Allen 
851 SW 6th Ave Ste 1500 
Portland OR  97204 
jchambers@dunncarney.com 
 
Genesis Capital LLC 
c/o Bradley Copeland 
Arnold Gallagher PC 
PO Box 1758 
Eugene OR  97440 
bcopeland@arnoldgallagher.com 
 
Don Brinkley 
c/o Doug Cushing 
Jordan Ramis PC 
2 Centerpointe Dr 6th Fl 
Lake Oswego OR  97035 
doug.cushing@jordanramis.com 
 
Stacy Brinkley 
c/o Doug Cushing 
Jordan Ramis PC 
2 Centerpointe Dr 6th Fl 
Lake Oswego OR  97035 
doug.cushing@jordanramis.com 
 
 

Milwaukie Lumber Company 
c/o Craig Russillo 
Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt 
1211 SW Fifth Ave. STE 1900 
Portland, OR 97204 
CRussillo@SCHWABE.com 
 
Goldman Sachs Bank USA 
c/o Bradley Copeland 
Arnold Gallagher PC 
PO Box 1758 
Eugene OR  97440 
bcopeland@arnoldgallagher.com 
 
Rahul Manocha 
c/o Kara Davidson Duyck 
Duyck & Associates, LLC 
3701 SE Milwaukie Avenue, Ste. F  
Portland, OR 97202 
kduyck@duycklaw.com 
 
PNW Flatwork, Inc. 
c/o John Parsons 
1030 SW Morrison St.  
Portland, OR 97205 
jparsons@pfglaw.com 
 
 
 
 
 

DATED: September 11, 2019. 
    
 

By:  /s/ Holly Hayman  
Holly C. Hayman 
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Issue Spotting for 
Construction Lawyers: 
Tribal Law Update
Gib Masters
Miller Nash LLP
Oregon State Bar, Construction Law Section
October 21, 2022

Tribal Sovereignty

 Tribes are governments
 Domestic dependent sovereigns
 Tribes have jurisdiction over tribal citizens

• Indian Civil Rights Act is a limit on jurisdiction over its own citizens
 A tribe has jurisdiction over its Indian country

• Indian country is a term of art, 18 U.S.C. § 1151
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Sovereign Immunity

 Like state and federal government, tribes and “arms” of a tribe are 
immune from suit
 Immunity extends to off-reservation activities of a tribe and applies to 

both governmental and commercial activities
 Waivers generally must be express and unequivocal
 Two types implied waivers: (1) arbitration agreement, and (2) voluntary 

participation in litigation 

Tribal Jurisdiction: General Rules
 Tribes may have civil jurisdiction over 

non-Indians and non-members
− Montana v. U.S., 450 U.S. 544 (1981)

 Most expansive jurisdiction when conduct 
or act occurs on tribal trust land

− Water Wheel v. LaRance, 642 F.3d 802 (9th 
Cir. 2011)

 U.S. Congressional grants of jurisdiction
− I.e. VAWA
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State Jurisdiction: General Rules

 Non-discriminatory state law generally applies to Indians engaging in off-
reservation activities 
• Mescalero Apache Tribe v. Jones, 411 U.S. 145, 148–49 (1973)

 Civil regulatory state laws generally do not apply to tribes
• California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, 480 U.S. 202 (1987)

 Concurrent jurisdiction over non-Indians in Indian country 
• Result = concurrent taxing authority

Tribal Enterprises

 Governmental entities
• Unincorporated agencies, divisions, instrumentalities

 Tribal corporations
• Tribally-chartered
• Section 17, federal law corporation

 State law entities
 Joint ventures
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Contracting in Indian country

When counter-party is Tribe or Tribal Enterprise, focus on enforceability of 
loan documents:

• Proper authorization
• Actual v. apparent authority
• Sovereign immunity
• Tribal court exhaustion
• Right of exclusion
• Inapplicability of state law; gap-filling

Lack of Authority Pitfalls

 Ultra Vires action by state organizations is not a risk to contractual 
counterparties
 Ultra Vires actions by a Tribe, instrumentality or Tribal entity may not 

render the entire contract void, but may render the sovereign immunity 
waiver void, leaving the counterparty without a remedy
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Due Diligence

1. Tribe’s Arbitration Statute
2. Tribe’s Statute Regarding Waiver of Sovereign Immunity
3. Organizational Documents or Statutes for Tribal Enterprises
4. Procedural Records Approving Arbitration or Waiver of Sovereign 

Immunity (meeting, resolutions, and written consents)
5. Past practice and custom matters
6. Case law (including tribal courts) where the Tribe has asserted 

sovereign immunity

The Stillaguamish Case

 Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians v. State of Washington (Case No. 3:16-cv-
05566-RJB)
 “At oral argument the Tribe conceded that [the agreement], if binding 

on Tribe, is sufficiently clear to waive sovereign immunity.”
 “Further, the Court concurs with the State that the Tribe did not have a 

consistent practice or defined policy for waiving sovereign immunity…”
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The Stillaguamish Case

 “In summary, by its own terms [the agreement] clearly waives the 
Tribe’s sovereign immunity, but the agreement is not binding on the 
Tribe. The agreement was not entered into with the requisite authority, 
because neither the Tribe’s constitution, prior policies and practices, nor 
any resolution delegating the Board’s plenary waiver power show an 
unequivocal waiver of sovereign immunity.”
 Currently on appeal to the Ninth Circuit.  Briefs can be found at:

https://turtletalk.wordpress.com/2018/05/11/ninth-circuit-briefs-in-
stillaguamish-tribe-v-state-of-washington-apparent-actual-authority-to-
waive-tribal-immunity/

Amendment to Oregon’s UEFJA

 Last Year, SB 183 amended the Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgments 
Act to provide for recognition and enforcement of orders and judgments of 
tribal courts in Oregon courts.

 Definition for ORS 24.105 to 24.125, 24.135 and 24.155 to 24.175. In ORS 
24.105 to 24.125, 24.135 and 24.155 to 24.175, “foreign judgment” means:
• (1) Any judgment, decree or order of a court of the United States or of any other court 

which is entitled to full faith and credit in this state; and
• (2) Any judgment, decree or order of a tribal court of a federally recognized Indian tribe, 

except when another Oregon statute provides a different process to enforce a tribal 
judgment, decree or order, or as provided in ORS 426.180. [1979 c.577 §1; 2021 c.326 
§1]
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Thank You
Gib Masters
Miller Nash LLP
gib.masters@millernash.com
503.205.2444
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Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 1 of 16
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Id

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 2 of 16
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See

Id

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 3 of 16
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Id
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Id

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 6 of 16
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Celotex Corp. v. Catrett

Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp.

See also

Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, 

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 7 of 16
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Inc. T.W. Elec. Service Inc. v. Pacific Electrical Contractors 

Association

Anderson Elect.

Service Inc.

T.W. Elect. Service Inc. Anderson, supra

Lujan v. National Wildlife Federation

Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez

Kiowa Tribe v. 

Mfg. Techs., Inc.

Id

 C & L Enterprises, Inc. v. Citizen 

Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Oklahoma

Id

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 8 of 16
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Id

Id

Pilchuck II

Id

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 10 of 16
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Demontiney

v. United States

See

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 11 of 16
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Smith v. Hopland Band of 

Pomo Indian

Smith

Findleton v. Coyote Valley Band of Pomo Indians

Id

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 13 of 16
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C & L Enterprises, Inc. v. Citizen Band 

Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Oklahoma C&L

Star Tickets v. Chumash Casino Resort

Star Tickets v. Chumash Casino Resort

Luckerman v. Narragansett Indian 

Tribe Luckerman

Id Luckerman

Id

Luckerman 

Luckerman

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 14 of 16
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Memphis Biofuels, LLC v. Chickasaw Nation Industries, Inc.

Case 3:16-cv-05566-RJB   Document 44   Filed 08/09/17   Page 15 of 16
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Oregon Construction Law Update 2022 
By D. Gary Christensen and Ryan C. Hall 
 
PERSONAL LIABILITY 
 
LIABILITY OF PARTNER FOR ANOTHER’S USE OF CCB LICENSE: Defendant 
whose partnership held an Oregon Construction Contractors Board (CCB) license was not 
jointly and severally liable for breach of contract committed by distinct entity that used the 
partnership’s CCB license. Little v. Branch 9 Design & Contracting, LLC, 317 Or App 639 
(2022). 
 
Defendant-Partner formed a general partnership with Co-Defendant in 2010, with the Partnership 
obtaining a CCB license that listed Defendant-Partner as the responsible managing individual 
(RMI). Following the Partnership’s licensure, Co-Defendant began to complete construction 
projects through a separate entity (the LLC) in which Defendant-Partner had no ownership 
interest or participation level. The LLC, however, used the Partnership’s CCB license, and 
Defendant-Partner knew of and approved of the Co-Defendant’s performance of separate 
construction jobs through the LLC.  
 
In March 2017, the LLC entered into a contract with Plaintiffs to perform residential 
construction work on Plaintiffs’ property (the Project). Defendant-Partner worked on the Project 
for a week during the demolition phase, but he otherwise had no involvement with the Project. 
The following month, Plaintiffs terminated their contract with the LLC and thereafter sued 
Defendant-Partner, Co-Defendant, the Partnership, and the LLC for breach of contract and 
recovery of the advance payments that Plaintiff had made to the LLC.  
 
While entering a judgment in Plaintiffs’ favor, the trial court held that Defendant-Partner, as a 
general partner in the Partnership, was jointly and severally liable for the damages caused by the 
LLC’s breach of contract.  
 
On appeal, Defendant-Partner argued that the LLC was a separate and distinct business entity 
from the Partnership, that Defendant-Partner was not an owner or employee of the LLC, and that 
Defendant-Partner neither participated in the formation of the contract with Plaintiffs nor 
received any payments in connection with the Project.  
 
The Court of Appeals agreed with Defendant-Partner, holding that although OAR 812-003-
0100(1) specifically prohibits an entity from performing work through the use of another’s CCB 
license, Defendant-Partner’s liability was determined by partnership law. Because there was no 
evidence that Defendant-Partner knew what was happening on the Project and did not authorize 
any of the actions of the LLC, he could not be jointly and severally liable for the LLC’s breach, 
even though the LLC used the Partnership’s CCB license to do Plaintiffs’ work.  
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CONTRACT TERMS 
 
CONTRIBUTION FOR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REMEDIATION: Sellers of 
residential property were strictly liable for remediation costs associated with a prior 
release of hazardous materials, even though the sales contract stated that Buyers took title 
“AS IS” and with a release of all contingencies. Rudder v. Hosack, 317 Or App 473 (2022). 
 
Sellers owned Property in Coos Bay, Oregon, from 1975 to 2013. Before converting to the use of 
natural gas in 2006, Sellers used an underground heating oil tank. Following the conversion to 
natural gas, Sellers decommissioned and drained the oil tank using a professional fuel pump.  
 
Buyers purchased the Property from Sellers in 2013, and Sellers disclosed the existence of the oil 
tank before closing. In the sales contract, Buyers agreed that they were “purchasing the Property 
‘AS-IS,’ in its present condition and with all defects apparent or not apparent.” The sales 
contract further provided that Buyers “release[d] all contingencies . . . including the inspections 
in general and specifically the presence of an underground oil tank.”  
 
In 2016, a release of heating oil was discovered, and the Oregon Department of Environmental 
Quality (DEQ) sent both Sellers and Buyers letters informing them of their clean-up 
responsibilities with respect to the oil release. In particular, DEQ asserted that Buyers and Sellers 
were liable under ORS 465.255(1)(a)-(b), which states that an owner or operator of property at 
the time of the release of hazardous materials is strictly liable for the remediation and clean-up 
costs associated therewith.  
 
Buyers then sued Sellers seeking a declaratory judgment that Sellers were solely responsible for 
the clean-up costs because the release occurred only during Sellers’ ownership of the Property. 
In return, Sellers asserted claims for contribution and breach of contract against Buyers, arguing 
that Buyers breached the sales contract by suing Sellers for environmental liabilities it waived 
against Sellers in their contract.  
 
The jury found that the release of heating oil occurred during Sellers’ ownership period alone. As 
a result, the trial court held that the Sellers were strictly liable for the clean-up costs, despite the 
contradictory language in the sales contract.  
 
On appeal, the Court of Appeals analyzed the plain language of the sales contract. With respect 
to the contract’s “AS-IS” clause, the court found the clause to be merely a warranty disclaimer 
that applied to Sellers’ representations as to the condition of the Property. Thus, while the clause 
precluded a breach of warranty action, it did not prohibit Buyers’ declaratory judgment action. 
Similarly, the court found that the release language operated only to waive Buyers’ right to 
conduct an inspection of the oil tank. 
 
Given that the language in the sales contract did not support Sellers’ argument that Buyers had a 
duty to indemnify Sellers for any environmental liabilities, the Court of Appeals affirmed the 
judgment against Sellers.  
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INSURANCE  
 
CAUSATION OF PROPERTY DAMAGE: Construction defects can serve as the efficient 
proximate cause of building damage for purposes of determining coverage under an 
insurance contract. Silver Ridge Homeowners’ Association, Inc. v. State Farm Fire and 
Casualty Company, 2022 WL 787937 (D Or Mar 15, 2022). 
 
Homeowners’ Association maintained Property in Portland, Oregon, comprised of twenty-two 
buildings containing sixty-four residential units. Insurer issued an all-risks property insurance 
Policy to Homeowners’ Association insuring the Property from covered perils.  
 
The Property was originally constructed in the mid-1990’s. Between 1997 and 2012, 
Homeowners’ Association discovered frequent property damage in the form of water intrusion 
and dry rot at the Property’s windows, roof, and siding. After Homeowners’ Association 
obtained a building envelope condition assessment in 2012 identifying construction defects 
related to the Property’s exterior wall assemblies, windows, and roofs, it hired Contractor to 
repair the Property’s envelope system.  
 
In 2018, following Contractor’s completion of the repair work, Homeowners’ Association 
obtained a second building envelope condition assessment for the Property, which concluded that 
Contractor defectively performed its repair work in 2012. It was at this time that Homeowners’ 
Association realized the full extent of the pervasive damage to the Property, some of which 
originated from the original construction, and it tendered a claim under the Policy. 
 
After Insurer failed to pay Homeowners’ Association’s claim, Homeowners’ Association filed a 
breach of contract action against Insurer. Insurer then moved for summary judgment, arguing 
that the Policy did not cover Homeowners’ Association’s claim.  
 
In determining whether the Policy covered Homeowners’ Association’s claim for property 
damage, the magistrate judge identified two threshold issues: (1) whether Homeowners’ 
Association’s claim was barred by the Policy’s two-year suit limitations provision, and (2) 
whether the property damage was caused by a covered loss under the Policy.  
 
To resolve the first issue, the magistrate judge applied the “discovery rule,” which tolled the 
limitations period until Homeowners’ Association, in exercising reasonable care, discovered or 
should have discovered the injury or loss covered by the Policy. Pointing to the widespread 
damage and Homeowners’ Association’s historical repair efforts, the court concluded that 
genuine issues of material fact existed to preclude summary judgment on this issue.  
 
On the second issue, Homeowners’ Association argued that the Property’s damage was caused 
by a covered peril in the form of weather conditions, including wind-driven rain, whereas Insurer 
argued that defective construction work, an uncovered peril, caused the damage.  
With multiple causes arguably contributing to the damage, the court explained that the relevant 
cause for determining coverage under the Policy was the “efficient proximate cause,” or the 
“active and efficient cause that sets in motion a train of events which bring about a result without 
the intervention of any force, starting and working actively and efficiently from a new and 
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independent source.” If the efficient proximate cause was a covered peril, the resulting damage 
was covered under the Policy, even if another cause of the damage was specifically excluded. If 
the efficient proximate cause was an excluded peril, there would be no coverage.  
 
The magistrate judge held that, under either cause, the Policy did not cover Homeowners’ 
Association’s claim. The Policy’s “seepage or leakage” exclusion applied to the extent that the 
damage was caused by water-related weather conditions, and the construction defects exclusion 
applied to any damage caused by defective workmanship. The court granted Insurer’s motion as 
a result.  
 
To reach this holding, the court explicitly rejected Homeowners’ Association’s arguments that 
construction defects could not serve as the efficient proximate cause of the building damage, 
namely (1) that construction defects did not “set in motion” rain, (2) that construction defects did 
not independently damage the Property, and (3) that construction defects could not cause damage 
without rain. Accordingly, defective construction work can serve as the efficient proximate cause 
of property damage under an insurance contract.  
 
STATUTORY INTERPRETATION/LAND USE  
 
ADMINISTRATIVE STANDARDS: A municipal ordinance regulating housing 
development does not violate the statutory requirement for a clear and objective standard 
just because it contains terms that, in isolation, may be ambiguous. Roberts v. City of 
Cannon Beach, et al., 316 Or App 305 (2021). 
 
Petitioners owned a 5,394-square-foot lot (the Property) in Cannon Beach, Oregon, and 
submitted an application to the City to construct a 2,712-square-foot residence on the Property. 
In reviewing Petitioners’ application, the City applied its “oceanfront setback” regulation, which 
determines the minimum distance from the oceanfront that a building may be constructed on 
oceanfront property. Finding that the application did not satisfy the City’s oceanfront setback 
standard, the City denied Petitioners’ application. The Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) 
affirmed the City’s decision.  
 
Petitioners appealed to the Oregon Court of Appeals, arguing that the City’s oceanfront setback 
regulation violated ORS 197.307(4), which requires municipalities to “adopt and apply only 
clear and objective standards, conditions and procedures regulating the development of housing.” 
To Petitioners, the oceanfront setback regulation did not meet the requirement for a “clear and 
objective” standard because some of the regulation’s terms were capable of multiple meanings.  
 
The Court of Appeals disagreed with Petitioners’ view that, to satisfy the requirement for a 
“clear and objective” standard, none of the terms in a regulation may be ambiguous when 
considered absent their context or the underlying purpose of the regulation. Instead, the court 
adopted LUBA’s position that a regulation may provide for a “clear and objective” standard, 
even if it contains imprecise or ambiguous terms, so long as the standard is clear and objective 
within its appropriate context.  
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Petitioners also assigned error to LUBA’s affirming opinion on the grounds that ORS 227.175(4) 
prohibits the application of the City’s oceanfront setback regulation where its application has the 
effect of reducing the maximum density of development that is otherwise permissible by law. 
The Court of Appeals analyzed the plain language of the statute and determined that it “did not 
intend to preempt the ability of local governments to apply clear and objective standards, like 
setbacks, that have purpose other than reducing density but nevertheless have the effect of 
reducing the floor area” below the maximum otherwise allowed by law.  
 
Perhaps most importantly, the Court of Appeals agreed with the City and its amicus curiae that, 
where the Oregon legislature “has enacted an ambiguous provision that, under one construction, 
would have the effect of divesting local governments of their ability to regulate an area that has 
long been within local control,” home-rule principles overcome the argument that the legislature 
intended the statute to have broad or preemptive meaning. Accordingly, the Court of Appeals 
affirmed.  
 
JUDICIAL DEFERENCE/ISSUE PRECLUSION: A municipality was not precluded from 
denying a permit application that provided for construction within an oceanfront setback, 
even though the municipality had approved such construction ten years earlier. The 
municipality’s previous approval was also not entitled to deference, as no plausible 
interpretation of the oceanfront setback ordinance supported its prior approval. Griffin 
Oak Property Investments, LLC v. City of Rockaway Beach, 318 Or App 777 (2022). 
 
Homeowners owned oceanfront Property in Rockaway Beach, Oregon, and applied for a 
building permit to construct a new home on the Property in 2008. The City Planner reviewed the 
permit application and applied the City’s oceanfront setback ordinance, which required a 
minimum oceanfront setback that would be calculated by taking the average depth of “all 
existing yards abutting the oceanshore for a distance of 200 feet in either direction from the 
parcel’s property lines.” The City Planner determined that an oceanfront setback of 30.3 feet 
from the Oregon Coordinate Line, which is established by statute, applied to Homeowners’ 
Property.  
 
Homeowners, however, submitted a site plan showing only a 20-foot oceanfront setback, and the 
City nonetheless approved permit application. As built, the most oceanward point of the newly 
constructed house was its deck, which measured 25.4 feet from the Oregon Coordinate Line.   
 
After a winter storm destabilized Homeowners’ deck in 2018, requiring it to be rebuilt, they 
applied for another building permit from the City. When the City failed to issue a final decision 
on the permit application within the 120-day statutory period, Homeowners filed mandamus 
proceedings seeking approval of their application.  
 
In the trial court, the City argued against approval of the Homeowner’s application on the 
grounds that (1) the 30.3-foot oceanfront setback calculated by the City Planner in 2008 was 
incorrect and should have been 60.6 feet, and (2) even if the 30.3-foot oceanfront setback was 
correct, Homeowners now were seeking to rebuild a deck closer to the ocean than allowed. 
Conversely, Homeowners argued that the City was precluded from deviating from its 2008 
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approval. The trial court sided with Homeowners and ordered approval of the application without 
any conditions, and the City appealed.  
 
The Court of Appeals, after initially confirming the 30.3-foot oceanfront setback calculation, 
held that no deference was owed to the City Planner’s 2008 interpretation of the oceanfront 
setback ordinance because no plausible interpretation of the ordinance would have allowed the 
house and deck to be built where they were.  
 
The court then analyzed whether the City was precluded from withholding approval of 
Homeowners’ application because it had previously approved construction with the 30.3-foot 
setback. There, the Court of Appeals focused on the fact that the 2018 permit application was 
completely distinct from the 2008 permit application and did not qualify as a continuation of the 
original permit review. Thus, the City was not precluded from denying the application on those 
grounds. Moreover, neither Homeowners’ house nor deck qualified as a lawful prior 
nonconforming use, as the location of the deck was unlawful when it was constructed in 2008. 
For those reasons, the Court of Appeals reversed and remanded.  
 
NEW ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS 
 
Rules to Address Employee and Labor Housing Occupant Exposure to High Ambient 
Temperatures, OAR 437-002-0156 (Oregon OSHA Administrative Order 3-2022). 
 
On May 9, 2022, Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Division (OSHA) revised OAR 437-
002-0156 to adopt new, permanent rules aimed at protecting workers from excessive heat on the 
job. The new rules apply to outdoor workers and, where there is no climate control, indoor 
workers. The new rules, which took effect on June 15, 2022, and do not apply to employees 
working from home, require Oregon employers to: 
 

• Provide access to shaded areas and cool, potable drinking water for employees when 
temperatures equal or exceed 80 degrees;  

• In the event of high heat, implement one or more of the following practices, and 
communicate such practices in a language readily understood by the employee: (a) 
regular communication with an employee working alone, (b) a mandatory “buddy 
system,” or (c) other equally effective means of observation or communication; 

• Increase rest breaks to include at least one ten-minute break every two hours when 
temperatures equal or exceed 90 degrees; and  

• Provide annual training to supervisors and employees, and create and implement 
acclimatization plans, a heat illness prevention plan, and an emergency medical plan.  

 
Rules to Address Employee Exposure to Wildfire Smoke, OAR 437-002-1081 (Oregon 
OSHA Administrative Order 4-2022). 
 
On May 10, 2022, Oregon OSHA revised OAR 437-002-1081 to adopt new, permanent rules 
aimed at protecting workers from exposure to wildfire smoke while on the job. The new rules, 
which took effect on July 1, 2022, and do not apply to employees working from home, require 
Oregon employers to: 
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• Provide filtering respirators for workers to voluntarily use once the air-quality index 
(AQI) reaches 101; 

• Provide administrative or engineering controls to reduce smoke exposure, such as using 
an HVAC system to filter smoke;  

• Require the use of respirators once the AQI reaches 251 and ensure that all employees 
use respirators at 500 AQI;  

• Monitor employees’ exposure to wildfire smoke when employees are, or are likely to be, 
exposed to an AQI of 101; and 

• Provide information and training before employees are exposed. 
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Liability of Partner for Another’s Use of CCB License
Little v. Branch 9 Design & Contracting, LLC, 317 Or App 639 (2022)

 Facts:
• General Partnership obtained a CCB license.
• One partner, through a separate LLC, used the Partnership’s CCB license to 

perform residential construction projects.
• The other partner knew of the LLC’s projects but had no involvement in them.
• Owner sued the Partnership, Partners, and LLC for breach of contract on one of 

the LLC’s projects. 

 Issue: Under Oregon law, is the partner who had no involvement with the 
LLC’s projects jointly and severally liable for damages the LLC caused 
while using the Partnership’s license?

Liability of Partner for Another’s Use of CCB License
Little v. Branch 9 Design & Contracting, LLC, 317 Or App 639 (2022)

 Takeaway:
• The COA applied partnership law to determine 

a partner’s liability for work performed under 
the Partnership’s CCB license and held that the 
partner who had no involvement with the LLC’s 
projects was not liable merely because the 
Partnership’s license was used to perform that 
work. 
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Contract Terms re Contribution for Hazardous Materials 
Rudder v. Hosack, 317 Or App 473 (2022)

 Facts:
• Sellers owned Property in Coos Bay from 1975 to 2013.
• Sellers previously used underground heating oil tank, but then decommissioned and 

drained the tank in 2006.
• Buyers purchased Property in 2013. The tank was disclosed, with the sales contract 

including an “AS IS” provision and a release of contingencies related to the tank. 
• In 2016, a release of heating oil was discovered, and ODEQ took position that both Buyer 

and Sellers were responsible for remediation and clean-up costs. 
• Buyers sued Sellers for declaratory judgment that Sellers were solely responsible for those 

costs.

 Issue: Did Sellers adequately contract around their liability for a release of 
hazardous materials on the Property, even if the release occurred during their 
ownership of the Property?

Contract Terms re Contribution for Hazardous Materials 
Rudder v. Hosack, 317 Or App 473 (2022)

 Takeaway:
• The COA found that the “AS IS” clause was 

only a warranty disclaimer and the release 
language only waived Buyer’s right to conduct 
an inspection of the tank. Sellers were 
therefore solely liable for the remediation 
costs. 

• Sellers didn’t adequately contract around the 
statutory strict liability for hazardous material 
remediation costs. Would this result have 
been different if Sellers included an express 
indemnification provision?
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Insurance: Causation of Property Damage
Silver Ridge Homeowners’ Assoc., Inc. v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 2022 WL 787937 (D Or Mar 15, 2022)

 Facts:
• HOA discovered frequent water damage to its Property between 1997 and 2012.
• In 2012, HOA discovered defects from initial construction of Property and hired repair 

Contractor.
• In 2018, following completion of repairs, second building assessment uncovered pervasive 

damage to Property originating from both the initial construction, the repair work, and 
weather conditions.

• HOA filed claim under all-risks property insurance Policy, which Insurer denies. HOA sued 
Insurer. 

 Issue: Under Oregon law, can defective construction work serve as the efficient 
proximate cause of property damage for purposes of determining coverage 
under an insurance policy?

Insurance: Causation of Property Damage
Silver Ridge Homeowners’ Assoc., Inc. v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 2022 WL 787937 (D Or Mar 15, 2022)

 Takeaway:
• Defective construction work can serve as the 

efficient proximate cause of property damage; 
however, HOA’s claim was not covered by the 
Policy due to applicable exclusions.

• District Court explicitly rejected HOA’s
arguments that: (1) construction defects did 
not “set in motion” rain; (2) construction 
defects did not independently damage 
Property; and (3) construction defects could 
not have caused damage without rain. 
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Land Use: Statutory Interpretation/Administrative Standards
Roberts v. City of Cannon Beach, et al., 316 Or App 305 (2021)

 Facts:
• Petitioners owned Property in Cannon Beach and submitted application to City to 

construct residence thereon.
• City denied application, finding that it did not meet its Oceanfront Setback regulation. 

LUBA affirmed the denial.
• Petitioners appealed, arguing that (1) Oceanfront Setback regulation did not provide for a 

“clear and objective” standard and (2) enforcement of the regulation improperly reduced 
the maximum density of development allowed on the Property. 

 Issue: Was City correct in denying Petitioners’ application based on the 
Oceanfront Setback regulation?

Land Use: Statutory Interpretation/Administrative Standards
Roberts v. City of Cannon Beach, et al., 316 Or App 305 (2021)

 Takeaway:
• COA affirmed, finding that the Oceanfront 

Setback regulation provided a “clear and 
objective” standard, even if it contained 
imprecise or ambiguous terms, so long as the 
standard was clear and objective within its 
context. 

• Given that the Oceanfront Setback regulation 
was not enacted for the purpose of reducing 
the maximum density of development allowed 
on the Property, enforcement of the regulation 
was not prohibited just because it had the 
incidental effect of doing so. 

• COA expressed deference to local governments 
and their ability to regulate an area that is 
typical within local control.
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Land Use: Judicial Deference/Issue Preclusion
Griffin Oak Property Investments, LLC v. City of Rockaway Beach, 318 Or App 777 (2022)

 Facts:
• Homeowners owned oceanfront Property in Rockaway Beach and sought to build residence 

thereon.
• In 2008, City Planner approved Homeowners’ building permit application, even though it sought to 

construct the residence within the 30.3’ Oceanfront Setback. As built, the residence’s deck was 
25.4’ from the statutorily defined Oregon Coordinate Line. 

• In 2018, a winter storm prompted the need to rebuild the deck, and Homeowners submitted new 
application to rebuild the deck in the same location, which the City denied. 

• Homeowners sued, the trial court ordered approval of the application, and the City appealed. 

 Issue: Under Oregon law, was the City precluded from withholding approval of 
Homeowners’ application because it had previously approved construction within the 
Oceanfront Setback?

Land Use: Judicial Deference/Issue Preclusion
Griffin Oak Property Investments, LLC v. City of Rockaway Beach, 318 Or App 777 (2022)

 Takeaway:
• COA reversed, holding that the City Planner’s 

2008 decision was not entitled to deference, 
as no plausible interpretation of the 
Oceanfront Setback regulation would have 
permitted the residence and deck to be built 
where they were built.

• COA also held that the City was not precluded 
from withholding its approval because the 
2018 permit application was completely 
distinct from 2008 permit application. 

• Courts will not defer to a local government’s 
application of its own regulations if its 
decisions are not based on a plausible 
interpretation of the regulation.  
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New Administrative Regulations
OSHA Rules re Exposure to High Temperatures (OAR 437-002-0156)

 OSHA revised OAR 437-002-0156 to adopt new, permanent rules 
aimed at protecting workers from excessive heat on job site.

• Went into effect on June 15, 2022.
• Applies to outdoor workers and, where there is no climate control, indoor 

workers, but does not apply to employees working from home. 

 New requirements: 
• Implement one or more of the following practices during high heat: 

− Regular communication with an employee working alone;
− Mandatory “buddy system;” or
− Other equally effective means of observation/communication;

• Provide access to shaded areas and cool, potable drinking water at 80+ 
degrees;

• Allow at least one ten-minute rest break every two hours at 90+ degrees; 
• Implement annual training for supervisors and employees; and
• Create and implement acclimatization plans, a heat illness prevention 

plan, and an emergency medical plan.

New Administrative Regulations
OSHA Rules re Exposure to Wildfire Smoke (OAR 437-002-1081)

 OSHA revised OAR 437-002-1081 to adopt new, permanent 
rules aimed at protecting workers from exposure to wildfire 
smoke on job site.

• Went into effect on July 1, 2022.
• Does not apply to employees working from home. 

 New requirements: 
• Provide administrative or engineering controls to reduce smoke 

exposure (i.e., HVAC);
• Monitor employees’ exposure to wildfire smoke when employees 

are, or are likely to be, exposed to an AQI of 101;
• Provide filtering respirators for workers to voluntarily use once AQI

reaches 101;
• Require use of respirators once AQI reaches 251 and ensure that all 

employees use respirators once AQI reaches 500; and
• Provide information and training before employees are exposed.
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Additional Resources

 Visit and subscribe to our 
From the Ground Up
blog for latest news on 
construction issues.

 Join our upcoming webinars, 
details will be shared on our 
blog!

Visit MillerNash.com to subscribe!

Questions?

D. Gary Christensen
gary.christensen@millernash.com
503.205.2435

Ryan C. Hall
ryan.hall@millernash.com
503.205.2394
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OREGON CONSTRUCTION 
LAW 2022 LEGISLATIVE 

UPDATE
WHAT HAPPENED, AND WHAT TO EXPECT

Presented by Kirsten Adams and Bob O’Halloran, Jr.

House Bills

• HB 4057 – Sprinkler efficiency 

• HB – 4059 B – Applying prevailing wage 
to large scale covered renewable energy 
project

• HB 4064 – Limits restrictions on siting 
rules for manufactured dwellings

• HB 4089 A – Provides for creation of a 
bi-state bridge authority to replace and 
manage a new toll bridge to replace the 
current span.

• HB 4014 – ADU Permitting changes

• HB 4139 B – ODOT to develop program 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 
2025; and assess impact of construction 
materials on emissions. 

Senate Bills

• SB 1524 – Pertinent part: CAT 
changes

• SB 1518 B – Study how to 
dicarbon the economy, including 
the costs, savings, and benefits 
related to construction

WHAT PASSED 
2022 SESSION
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House Bills

• HB 4065 – Allows certain cities to 
adopt unique requirements and 
incentives for inclusion of 
affordable housing within certain 
housing developments

• HB 4041 – Licensing standards 
required for masonry

• HB 4020 – Requires certain 
residential general contractors 
proposing projects of more than 
$20,000 to tour property with 
owner and provide itemized and 
detailed proposal.

• HB 4063 – study to allow for applying 
for permits without final plat approval 

Senate Bills

2022 SESSION
WHAT DID NOT PASS, 
BUT MAY COME BACK

• SB 1512 - Restricts consideration 
of criminal convictions for 
professional licensing approval 
unless the conviction is 
substantially related

Concepts

• Retainage Bill to fix 
issues from 2019 bill (HB 
2415)

• Buy America provisions

• Community Workforce 
Agreements and Project 
Labor Agreements

CONSTRUCTION LAW 
BILL CONCEPTS
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Issues

• Offroad Diesel Regulation

• Marijuana Accommodation in the 
Workplace 

• Independent Contractor Test 
Changes

• Private Attorney General Act 
(PAGA)

BROADER 
CONSTRUCTION 

INDUSTRY ISSUES

Kirsten Adams
Director and Counsel – Policy and 
Public Affairs
Associated General Contractors 
Oregon-Columbia Chapter
www.agc-oregon.org
C: 503.990.2262 | @AGCOreCol

Bob L. O’Halloran, Jr. 
Attorney

Brownstein Rask LLP
brownsteinrask.com
rohalloran@brownsteinrask.com
D: 503.412.6745
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What to Expect 
When You’re Expecting 
a Construction Loan

© 2022 Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. All rights reserved.

• Construction Lender Due Diligence

• Assignment of Project-Related Contracts

• Construction Loan Draw Process

Topics Covered
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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• Borrower and Guarantor Information
• Organizational Documents
• Organizational Chart
• Tax ID Number
• Certificate of Existence / Good Standing
• Financial Information

Lender Due Diligence
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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• Project Due Diligence
• Purchase and Sale Agreement
• Sources and Uses of Project Funds
• Project Proforma
 Monthly Flow of Funds (during construction)
 Lease-up Schedule

• Site Plan
• Appraisal
• Environmental Site Assessment

Lender Due Diligence Continued
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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• Project Contracts
• Construction Contract
• Architect’s Contract
• Other Professional Services Contracts
• Property Management Contract
• Developer Services Contract

• Preliminary Title Report
• Survey
• Performance and Payment Bonds

Lender Due Diligence Continued
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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• Developer Assignment of Contracts to 
Borrower

• Developer Assignment of Purchase and 
Sale Agreement to Borrower

Project Contract Assignments
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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• Assignment of GC Contract
• GC Consent
Notice and Opportunity to Cure Default
No Modification Without Lender Consent
 Lender Consent to Change Orders
 Assignment of Subcontracts
 Subordination of Lien Rights

Project Contract Assignments Continued
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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• Assignment of Architect Contract
• Architect Consent
 Lender’s Use of Project  Plans and Specifications
Notice and Opportunity to Cure Default 
No Modification Without Lender Consent
 Consent to Change Orders
 Project Reps and Warranties

Project Contract Assignments Continued
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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• Pre-Funding Conference
• Project Equity Funded Prior to Initial Advance of Construction Loan
• One Draw Per Month
• Invoices/Back-up for each Draw Request
• Architect/GC Certification (AIA Form G702 and 703)
• Conditional and Unconditional Lien Waivers – GC and Major Subs
• Date Downs from Title Company with each Draw
• Final Advance Requirements

• Notice of Completion
• As Built Survey
• Foundation Endorsement

Draw Process
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Questions?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Jeffrey A. Martin

jemartin@swlaw.com

© 2022 Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. All rights reserved. The purpose of 
this presentation is to provide information on current topics of 
general interest and nothing herein shall be construed to create, 
offer, or memorialize the existence of an attorney-client 
relationship. The content should not be considered legal advice 
or opinion, because it may not apply to the specific facts of a 
particular matter. As guidance in areas is constantly changing and 
evolving, you should consider checking for updated guidance, or 
consult with legal counsel, before making any decisions. The 
material in this presentation may not be reproduced, distributed, 
transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with the express 
written consent of Snell & Wilmer.

Thank you
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GUIDE TO CCB BONDS AND CCB BOND CLAIMS 
By: Van M. White 

Samuels Yoelin Kantor, LLP 

All contractors licensed with the Oregon Construction Contractors Board (“CCB”) must 
provide a surety bond (also referred to as a license bond) as a condition of obtaining and 
renewing their CCB license.  Because of the low bond amounts required for a CCB license and 
CCB regulations regarding how much a claimant may receive from a CCB license bond, the 
CCB license bond is sometimes overlooked as a means to collect money from a contractor.  
However, in my experience, complaints against a CCB license bond can be effective means to 
collect from a contractor.  That is partly because of the effect that an unpaid judgment can have 
on a contractor's CCB license.  This article addresses CCB license bond requirements, the CCB 
complaint process (which must be followed to secure the right to payment from a CCB license 
bond), and how to leverage an unpaid judgment against a contractor licensed with the CCB into 
payment. 

What is a license bond?  

A license bond is a type of surety bond required by a governmental entity as a 
prerequisite to receiving a specific business license.  A surety bond is a promise by a surety or 
guarantor to pay one party (the obligee) a certain amount if a second party (the principal) fails to 
meet some obligation, such as failing to fulfill the terms of a construction contract.  A surety 
bond protects the obligee against losses resulting from the principal’s failure to meet the 
obligation.  A license bond serves as a contract between three parties:  (1) the principal (e.g., a 
contractor performing construction work pursuant to its contractor’s license); (2) the obligee 
(e.g., the governmental agency, such as the CCB, which requires the license bond, for the benefit 
of persons who have filed a timely complaint against a contractor's license bond and receive a 
judgment against the contractor); and (3) the surety (i.e., the company that issues the bond and 
ensures that the principal's obligations will be performed).  If the obligations of the contractor are 
not met, the CCB may order that the surety pay the complainant.  

A license bond is different than an insurance policy.  A license bond is security that the 
contractor will fulfil its contractual obligations. A CCB license bond generally covers breach of 
contract and negligent and improper work performed by the licensed contractor.  The purpose of 
a CCB license bond is to help ensure that a contractor licensed with the CCB pays a final order 
issued by the CCB to pay damages to a complainant.  If the contractor fails to do so, the 
complainant may receive some or all of its damages from the contractor’s CCB license bond.  If 
a surety makes payment to a CCB complainant because the contractor failed to pay a CCB final 
order, the contractor is required by its contract with the surety to repay the surety for the losses 
incurred by the surety. 

Contractors are often surprised to find out that, contrary to their liability insurance policy, 
if the surety pays a CCB award for damages the surety will expect to be reimbursed in full by the 
contractor.  To the extent the surety incurs attorney's fees in obtaining reimbursement from the 
contractor, its contract with the contractor likely includes a provision entitling them to their 
attorney’s fees to collect the amounts they paid to any CCB license bond claimant(s).  In 
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addition, if the contractor is a corporation or LLC, the surety will likely require at least one 
personal guaranty from the owners or members of the entity.    

Bond Amounts Differ for Commercial and Residential Contractors   

Commercial contractors in Oregon are required to provide a CCB license bond in the 
amount of $75,000, $50,000, or $20,000 – the amount depends upon the contractor’s commercial 
endorsement classification at the CCB (i.e., Commercial General Contractor Level 1, 
Commercial Specialty Contractor Level 1, Commercial General Contractor Level 2, Commercial 
Specialty Contractor Level 2, and Commercial Developer).     

Residential contractors in Oregon are required to provide a CCB license bond in the 
amount of $20,000, $15,000, or $10,000 – the amount depends upon the contractor’s residential 
endorsement classification at the CCB (i.e., Residential General Contractor, Residential 
Specialty Contractor, or Residential Limited Contractor).   

Contractors licensed at the CCB with both a commercial endorsement and a residential 
endorsement are required to provide two CCB license bonds – one for their commercial 
endorsement and one for their residential endorsement.  The CCB can also require contractors 
under certain circumstances to provide an increased license bond up to five times the amount 
otherwise required for the category of license chosen at the CCB.  Those circumstances include a 
business or owner of a business that has unpaid debts under a final order, arbitration award or 
determination of the CCB.      

Residential vs. Commercial Endorsement 

Contractors with only a Residential endorsement at the CCB may work on any residential 
or small commercial structure or project in Oregon.  For purposes of CCB license endorsements 
and complaints against CCB license bonds, Residential includes residential structures and small 
commercial structures.  Residential Structure is defined as: a site built home; a structure that 
contains one or more dwelling units and is four stories or less above grade; a condominium, 
rental residential unit or other residential dwelling unit that is part of a larger structure (if the 
property interest in the unit is separate from the property interest in the larger structure); a 
modular home constructed off-site; a manufactured dwelling; and a floating home.   

Small Commercial Structure is defined as: a nonresidential structure that has a ground 
area of 10,000 square feet or less, including exterior walls, and a height of not more than 20 feet 
from the top surface of the lowest flooring to the highest interior overhead finish of the structure; 
a nonresidential leasehold, rental unit, or other unit that is part of a larger structure, if the unit has 
a ground area of 12,000 square feet or less, excluding exterior walls, and a height of not more 
than 20 feet from the top surface of the lowest flooring to the highest interior overhead finish of 
the unit; or a nonresidential structure of any size if the contract price for all construction to be 
performed on the structure as part of a construction project does not total more than $250,000. 

Contractors with only a Commercial endorsement at the CCB may work on any Small 
Commercial Structure or large commercial structure or project in Oregon.  For purposes of CCB 
license endorsements and complaints against CCB license bonds, commercial includes Small 
Commercial Structures (as defined above) and large commercial structures.  Large Commercial 
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Structure is defined as a structure that is not a Residential Structure or a Small Commercial 
Structure.       

If a contractor has a Residential endorsement with the CCB, their CCB license bond is 
available only for payments ordered by the CCB involving Residential or Small Commercial 
Structures or for the development of property zoned for or intended for use compatible with 
Residential or Small Commercial Structures.  If a contractor has a Commercial Endorsement 
with the CCB, their CCB license bond is only available for payments ordered by the CCB 
involving Small or Large Commercial Structures or the development of property zoned or 
intended for use compatible with Small or Large Commercial Structures.   

If a contractor has both a Residential and a Commercial endorsement with the CCB (thus, 
they have 2 license bonds on file with the CCB), the license bond for their Residential 
endorsement is available only for payments ordered by the CCB involving Residential or Small 
Commercial Structures and the license bond for their Commercial endorsement is only available 
for payments ordered by the CCB involving Small or Large Commercial structures. 

The CCB has separate procedures with respect to filing complaints against a contractor's 
license bond depending upon whether the complaint is against a residential or commercial bond.  
In general, complaints against residential license bonds are first filed at the CCB on a CCB 
complaint form and then filed in court.  The procedure for complaints against commercial license 
bonds requires that the complainant first file a lawsuit and then file a CCB complaint form with 
the CCB and the surety.  The distinction between the two procedures is important and failure to 
follow the proper procedure could result in dismissal of the complaint by the CCB and loss of the 
ability to access the license bond.      

COMPLAINTS AGAINST CCB LICENSE BONDS 

In order to secure the right to receive payment from a CCB license surety bond, the 
complainant must file a timely complaint against the contractor at the CCB.  But, because the 
CCB no longer adjudicates complaints in house, the complainant must also file a complaint in 
court, arbitration, or, in certain circumstances, at the Oregon Bureau of Labor & Industries 
(BOLI) against the contractor.  That's because only Oregon court judgments and BOLI final 
orders are payable from a contractor’s CCB license bond.  The process to secure the right to 
receive payment from a CCB license bond, and the requirements regarding the filing of the CCB 
complaint and lawsuit/BOLI complaint, differ depending upon the type of property that is the 
subject of the complaint (i.e., Residential or Commercial) and whether the contractor has a 
Residential or Commercial endorsement at the CCB.   

Parties Who Have the Right to Receive Payment From a CCB License Bond 

The following parties may receive payment from a contractor’s CCB license bond: 

1. Property owners who allege breach of contract, negligence, or improper work;

2. Property owners who expended funds in discharging a construction lien;

3. Employees alleging non-payment of wages;
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4. Suppliers alleging non-payment for materials sold;

5. Subcontractors alleging non-payment for labor or materials provided; and

6. Primary contractors alleging breach of contract, negligence, or improper work.

Pre-Complaint Notice 

Before filing a CCB complaint, all complainants must provide notice of their intent to file 
a CCB complaint to the contractor.  The pre-complaint notice must be sent via certified mail to 
the contractor’s last known address at the CCB at least 30 days before they file their CCB 
complaint.  There are no regulations with respect to what must be included in the pre-complaint 
notice other than notifying the contractor that the complainant intends to file a CCB complaint 
against the contractor.  Please note that if a complainant follows the CCB complaint process for 
the resolution of complaints involving work on Residential structures or certain small 
commercial structures they do not have to also abide by Oregon's Notice of Defect law (see ORS 
701.600(2)).        

Deadlines To File CCB Complaints 

In order to secure the right to receive payment from a CCB license bond, the complainant 
must file their complaint with the CCB in a timely manner.  All complainants must use the 
complaint form provided by the CCB (which you can find on the CCB website).  It is important 
to note that a party cannot access a contractor's CCB license bond if the contractor was not 
actively licensed with the CCB for at least part of the time they were working on the subject 
project.  If the complainant fails to file their complaint with the CCB within the following 
deadlines, they will lose their right to receive payment from the contractor's CCB license bond.  
The below deadlines apply to complaints against Residential bonds and Commercial bonds.    

(1) For work relating to new structures, property owners must file their CCB complaint
within one year from the date the new structure was first occupied or within two
years of substantial completion of the structure, whichever is earlier;

(2) For work relating to existing structures, property owners must file their CCB
complaint within one year of substantial completion of the work;

(3) Employees must file their CCB complaint within one year from the date the wages
were earned;

(4) Suppliers must file their CCB complaints within one year of the date the materials
were sold;

(5) Subcontractors must file their CCB complaints within one year from the date their
work was completed;

(6) Primary contractors must file their CCB complaints relating to new structures
within 14 months from the date the structure was first occupied or two years after
substantial completion of the structure, whichever is earlier;
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(7) Primary contractors must file their CCB complaints relating to existing structures
within 14 months from the date the subcontractor substantially completed work.

Complaints against a CCB commercial bond must be filed with the CCB and the 
contractor's bonding company before a court judgment is issued or a BOLI hearing is held.  
Complaints against a CCB residential bond can be filed with the CCB either before or after filing 
in court.  However, the timing of the filing of a complaint at the CCB may affect the 
complainant's priority against a CCB license bond.  As such, it is recommended that complaints 
against residential bonds be filed at the CCB before they are file in court and that complaints 
against commercial bonds be filed with the CCB (and the contractor's bonding company) as soon 
as possible after filing in court.  The CCB may charge a $50 processing fee to administer the 
complaint.  The CCB will notify the complainant sometime after the complaint has been filed 
with the CCB if the complaint is within the CCB's jurisdiction and if the complainant is required 
to pay the $50 processing fee.        

CCB Mediation for Residential Complaints 

For complaints involving Residential Structures or certain Small Commercial Structures, 
the CCB may schedule one or more on-site meetings or telephone mediations between the 
complainant and respondent for the purpose of reviewing the complaint items and discussing 
settlement of the complaint.  If the complainant has already filed a complaint against the 
contractor in court, the CCB generally won't schedule a mediation unless both parties agree to 
and request such a meeting—that's one of the reasons why parties who file CCB complaints 
against Residential contractors often wait to file a lawsuit against the contractor until after a CCB 
mediation has taken place.  The CCB generally does not conduct mediation for complaints 
against CCB Commercial contractors.   

Most of the CCB mediations involve complaints filed by Residential property owners.  A 
large percentage of CCB complaints are settled via CCB mediation.  Sometime after the 
complainant files their CCB complaint involving Residential property, the CCB will arrange for 
a CCB mediator to facilitate mediation, whether it be at an onsite meeting or via a telephone 
mediation.  The CCB does not charge the parties for the services of the CCB mediator.  If 
settlement is reached, the CCB mediator will usually draft the Settlement Agreement while still 
on site.  If settlement is not reached at the CCB onsite meeting, the CCB mediator may issue an 
investigation report which includes their observations and opinions.  If the complaint is not 
settled via CCB mediation, the complainant must go to court and obtain a judgment against the 
contractor in order to secure the right to receive payment from the contractor’s CCB license 
surety bond. 

CCB settlement agreements may require the contractor to pay money to the complainant 
or perform repairs or additional work as consideration for the settlement.  In my experience, I am 
generally wary of CCB settlements that require the contractor to perform repairs or additional 
work.  While the CCB mediator may assist the parties after a settlement agreement has been 
reached with respect to repairs or additional work to be performed by the contractor as 
consideration for the settlement, it is generally preferable (especially for the complainant) that 
the settlement not require the contractor to perform repairs or additional work.  Settlement 
agreements drafted by a CCB mediator often state that the settlement is deemed to be a 
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substituted agreement—meaning that if one party believes the other party to the CCB settlement 
agreement failed to fulfill their duties and obligations under the CCB settlement agreement they 
may only be able to sue the breaching party for breach of the CCB settlement agreement (and not 
pursuant to the underlying construction contract). 

Complaint Process if Matter Not Settled at CCB Mediation 

If a CCB complaint isn’t resolved via CCB mediation, the complainant must obtain a 
judgment in court (pursuant to a small claims or circuit court judgment or an arbitration or BOLI 
award) against the contractor in order to secure the right to receive payment from the 
contractor’s CCB license surety bond.  The complainant must file a certified copy of the 
judgment against the contractor within 30 days of the final judgment.   

If the complaint involves Residential or Small Commercial Property, the complainant 
could receive a court judgment against the contractor before they file their CCB complaint, but if 
they file in court before filing their CCB complaint, the complainant may lose priority against the 
contractor's bond.  As such, I generally recommend that if the complaint involves Residential or 
Small Commercial Property that the complainant file a complaint against the contractor at the 
CCB before they file a lawsuit or initiate arbitration.  By doing so, the complainant may also 
have the opportunity to participate in the CCB’s mediation process. 

Priorities and Limits against CCB License Surety Bonds 

Priorities against CCB license bonds are different for residential and commercial bonds.  For 
both residential and commercial bonds, the first complaint filed in a timely manner with the CCB 
establishes a priority period for all complaints filed against a contractor's CCB license bond 
within 90 days of the first complaint filed against a contractor at the CCB.  Thereafter, priorities 
as to residential and commercial CCB license bonds are specified below. 

Priorities for CCB Residential license bonds: 

1. Complaints filed by owners of Residential and Small Commercial Structures against
Residential contractors have payment priority to the full extent of the bond over all
other types of complaints received by the CCB in any 90-day period.

2. If all complaints filed by owners of Residential or Small Commercial Structures don’t
exhaust the contractor’s Residential bond, the bond is available for payment for all
other types of complaints relating to Residential or Small Commercial Structures.
However, the total amount paid from any one Residential bond for non-owner
complaints may not exceed $3,000.  In addition, if there are multiple non-owner
complaints filed within the same 90-day period, the $3,000 is pro-rated between the
non-owner complainants.  Subcontractors and suppliers are often surprised to learn
that the most they can get from a CCB residential bond is $3,000 (or less if there are
multiple complaints filed within the 90-day period).

3. If the total amount payable for complaints that were filed within the 90-day period
doesn’t exceed the amount of the bond available for payment, the bond is available
for the payment of complaints filed in subsequent 90-day periods (in the same priority
as specified above).
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Priorities for CCB Commercial license bonds: 

1. Complaints filed by persons furnishing labor to a Commercial contractor or amounts
owed by a Commercial contractor for employee benefits have payment priority to the
full extent of the Commercial bond over all other types of CCB complaints.

2. If complaints for labor or employee benefits do not exhaust the bond, then amounts
due as a result of all other types of Commercial complaints may be satisfied from the
bond.

3. If complaints for labor, employee benefits, and all other types of Commercial
complaints do not exhaust the bond, then complaints for costs, interest and attorneys’
fees resulting from Commercial complaints may be satisfied from the bond (costs,
interest, and attorney's fees are not available from Residential bonds).

4. If the total amount payable for complaints that were filed within the 90-day period
doesn’t exceed the amount of the bond available for payment, the bond is available
for the payment of complaints filed in subsequent 90-day periods (in the same priority
as specified above).

CCB Can Suspend Contractors Who Have Unpaid Construction Debt 

While the license bond amounts required by the CCB for purposes of obtaining a CCB 
license are fairly low and may not be enough to satisfy one or all complaints on a particular 
project, there may still be reason for a person to utilize the CCB to assist with the recovery of 
damages from a contractor.  That is, if a contractor has unsatisfied construction debt (defined 
as an amount owed under a judgment, arbitration award, or civil penalty that has become final 
by operation of law arising from construction activities within the United States), the CCB 
may revoke or suspend the contractor's CCB license.  Furthermore, if the CCB were to revoke 
or suspend a contractor's license for failure to pay construction debt, such action may also 
cause the CCB to suspend or revoke other CCB licenses held by the owners, officers, and 
members of the entity that failed to pay the construction debt.   

Failure to satisfy construction debt may also cause the CCB to refuse to issue a new CCB 
license to any owners, officers, or members of the CCB licensee who had unpaid construction 
debt.  As such, persons involved with a construction business that fails to pay construction 
debt that was incurred while they were part of the business may not be able to obtain a new 
CCB license (as an owner, officer, or member) until the construction debt from their prior 
construction business has been satisfied (assuming the debt wasn't discharged in bankruptcy).   

 I have had success assisting clients with the collection of damages from a contractor 
because the CCB suspended, or threatened to suspend, the contractor's CCB license a result of 
them failing to pay construction debt.  When faced with the possibility of having their CCB 
license suspended, or being unable to obtain a new CCB license, because of unpaid 
construction debt, I have seen a number of contractors satisfy their construction debt so as to 
avoid having their license suspended by the CCB.  If their license is suspended by the CCB, 
the contractor cannot legally perform work as a contractor in Oregon and can be penalized by 
the CCB if they are caught performing construction work in Oregon without a license.  In 
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addition, a contractor cannot commence a lawsuit or arbitration for the performance of 
construction work or file a construction lien if they weren't licensed with the CCB while 
performing the work for which they seek compensation.    

With respect to the CCB refusing to issue a new license to a person or entity who has 
unpaid construction debt, the CCB application form requires all applicants to provide 
information on their Oregon licensing histories and their licensing history in other states.  Said 
information must include the Oregon and other state licensing histories for any person 
associated with the applicant who is, or has been involved as an owner, partner, officer, or 
member in a construction business located in Oregon or another state.  As such, the CCB may 
refuse to issue a license to an applicant if they had unpaid construction debt, whether the debt 
arose in Oregon or in another state.   

   CCB regulations require that a contractor send to the CCB a copy of any final judgment 
entered by a circuit court in Oregon against them, or by an equivalent court in another state, if 
the judgment orders the contractor to pay damages that arose from breach of contract or 
negligent or improper work and that relate to construction or proposed construction of a 
Residential structure (but, remember the broad definition of Residential).  The contractor must 
deliver a copy of the judgment to the CCB no later than 45 days after the final judgment 
against them was entered, unless they pay the final judgment within 30 days from the date the 
judgment was entered.  The CCB regulations further state that in determining whether to 
impose a disciplinary sanction for failure to report to report a final judgment, the CCB shall 
give due consideration to any past or current attempts by the contractor to make payments 
toward satisfaction of the judgment. 

In my practice, if a client is granted a judgment against a contractor licensed with the 
CCB (whether the judgment is issued in Oregon or another state), I normally send a letter to 
the contractor shortly after the judgment has been entered notifying them of the CCB 
regulations which require them to send a copy of the unpaid judgment to the CCB.  I also 
inform them that the CCB may revoke or suspend their CCB license (or refuse to issue a new 
license to them) if the licensee owes construction debt and that their failure to satisfy the 
construction debt will also likely affect any other CCB licenses held by the owners, officers, 
or members of the licensee.  I generally close the letter by notifying the contractor of the date 
by which the judgment must be paid (i.e., 30 days after it becomes final), the 45 day deadline 
by which they are required to notify the CCB if the judgment remains unpaid, and that we will 
promptly notify the CCB of the unpaid judgment if it hasn't been paid by the 45 day deadline.  

If the contractor hasn't paid the construction debt within 45 days after the judgment 
becomes final, I notify the CCB of the judgment.  Upon notifying the CCB of the unpaid 
construction debt, the CCB generally moves fairly quickly to take the steps to revoke or 
suspend the contractor's CCB license.  Otherwise, I may reach out to the contractor and 
inquire as to what actions they are taking with regard to the unpaid construction debt owed to 
my client and remind them of the CCB rules and laws regarding unpaid construction debt.    
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Summary 

The CCB complaint process can be an effective and efficient way to collect damages 
from a contractor licensed with the CCB.  Even though a contractor's CCB license bond may 
not be enough to satisfy the damages stemming from their breach of contract or negligent or 
improper work, one should not overlook the CCB and CCB complaint process as a means for 
collecting from a contractor licensed with the CCB.  In addition, the CCB mediation process 
provides an inexpensive way for the resolution of complaints relating to Residential and Small 
Commercial Structures.    

If a CCB licensee has unpaid construction debt, in most cases they will need to satisfy it 
if they or the licensee's owners, partners, officers, or members desire to operate as a licensed 
contractor in Oregon.  If they fail to satisfy the construction debt in a timely manner, they risk 
having their CCB license revoked or suspended.  The CCB could also refuse to issue a new 
contractor's CCB license, or renew an existing contractor's license, for failure to satisfy unpaid 
construction debt.  That may be enough leverage to get your client paid even if the CCB 
license bond wasn't sufficient to satisfy the judgment in favor of your client.   

This article originally appeared in the March 2017 Construction Law Newsletter published by the 
Construction Law Section of the Oregon State Bar.  It was updated for the October 21, 2022 Oregon State Bar 
Seminar titled Issue Spotting for Construction Lawyers, which was cosponsored by the Oregon State Bar 
Construction Law Section.      
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CCCCBB  MMeeddiiaattiioonn::  OOvveerrvviieeww  &&  CCoommmmoonn  QQuueessttiioonnss       
Mediation is successful when both parties actively engage in the process. 
Approximately 70% of disputes are resolved in this manner. The most successful 
mediations occur when both parties arrive prepared, ready to participate, and have 
direct authority to make final decisions. Please review the information below to 
ensure the most successful mediation possible.  

Mediation:  
The mediation process is not intended to render a decision regarding fault.  Rather it is designed to 
bring both parties into a conversation and ultimately reach a successful settlement of the dispute. 
Because of this, it may not be necessary to review the work in question. It is important to remain 
respectful during the mediation process so that both parties can be heard. This ensures that the 
mediator can understand the relevant facts and increases the likelihood of reaching an agreement. 
 
Mediation Schedule 
You will receive a call from the Mediator with the date and time for on-site mediations. you will also 
receive reminders by email, text, or phone.  
 
Settlement Agreement  
If a settlement is achieved the mediator will prepare a written agreement that captures the terms for 
both parties to sign. Settlement Agreements are created and signed at the time of mediation for on-
site mediations or they are emailed to both parties for telephone mediations. Settlement 
agreements are binding contracts. Both parties may be bound by the terms of the agreement, 
therefore, a breach of the settlement agreement is handled in court and may also result in a license 
suspension for the contractor. 
 
What happens if mediation is not successful?  
If settlement is not achieved during mediation, a Dispute Analyst will send the claimant a notice to 
file in court.  If a claimant does not file in court in a timely manner, the file will be closed. The file 
may only be reopened within 60 days of a closure and must have a court filing. Small Claims court 
has a $10,000 limit while Circuit Court does not have a limit. In many cases a Circuit Court filing may 
require an attorney and the bond cannot pay attorney costs. 
Consumers can only access payment from a bond when they have obtained a certified judgement in 
their favor that goes unpaid by the contractor.  

Bond payout will take at least 60 days from the date CCB receives a certified judgement if multiple 
claims are filed within the same 90-day period, payment may be held until resolution of all claims. 
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This is to avoid a “race to the bond” and increases the likelihood of recovery to similarly situated 
claimants.  
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